Today we’d like to introduce you to LG Williams.
LG, we’d love to hear your story and how you
got to where you are today both personally
and as an artist.
I’m originally from the Ozarks. Back then, I loved
crafting a bit more than bass fishing. So, after art
school, I hitchhiked to Los Angeles. That decision
was a no-brainer — which was good since I had
little extra to spare. What I didn’t know back then
was this: Every Hollywood hipster can spot poor,
destitute country folk — like me — a mile away.
That’s probably one reason why, after all these

years, I’ve never been invited to exhibit art in
Tinseltown. Another reason might be that my
“story” has been anything but unique. On the
contrary, it registers as irrelevant by any Southern
California metric.
We’d love to hear more about your art. What
do you do and why and what do you hope
others will take away from your work?
I’m accustomed to making art for myself. On the
other hand, I’m always surprised when any local LA
art-authority or institutional-stakeholder takes
notice of something I’ve made out-of-the-blue.

For example, Los Angeles’s very own, supposedly
benevolent mega-billionaire philanthropists, Mr.
and Mrs. Eli and Edythe Broad — the grand, aged
doyens of many of our city’s “finest” art
institutions, namely, The Broad Museum, The
Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles
(MOCA), and The Los Angeles County Museum of
Art (LACMA) — did their best in 2011, during The
SubPrime Mortgage Loan Crisis, to directly halt
my “art practice” because they personally didn’t
approve of me practicing. “They don’t care even if
it is art,” a Broad representative finally confessed.
Seriously.

Merry Karnowsky. Somehow, I managed — as an
untrained photographer — to photograph her
properly, and then get the representation in the
head and hands of LA’s most famous lowbrow,
Shepard Fairey. Tangentially, I still remain quite
amused at writing the introductory essay, under
an assumed alias, to Fairy’s 2008 book/exhibition
catalogue: E Pluribus Venom. Apparently, only
Stephen Heller, writing in the New York Times
(Dec 5, 2008), fully grasped my covert, intricate,
and counter-intuitive text: “In so many ways,
today, Shepard Fairey is the artist to beat, Sarah
Jaye Williams writes.” Incredible.

Only a few Los Angeles art world insiders
recognized my industry and determination in
conceiving and promoting the artwork through
which LA’s most famous art observer and critic,
Dave Hickey, would finally receive a proper
literary tribute. It was spread across the globe via
a 2,500 word review in The Times Literary
Supplement (May 27, 2016); with an on-stage
performance at The UCLA Hammer Museum in
2016 accompanied by Dr. Julia Friedman, the
wonderfully erudite and charming art historian;
and culminated in a product-placement
appearance in HBO’s Velvet Buzzsaw (2019).
Wow.

Finally, just last winter, I published — with The
LODGE in Hollywood — a full-page artwork in
Contemporary Art Review Los Angeles (CARLA),
Issue 14 – Winter 2018. This was dedicated to the
ones I love: Los Angeles and my two estranged
friends (Sasha and Carl). Nice.

The most important artwork made by an American
artist from the Vietnam era — War Room by Wally
Hedrick (1928 – 2003) — recently found a home in
Los Angeles with LA’s (correction: The World’s)
most prominent living sculptor, not long after I
pulled the artwork out of a distant, dingy animal
barn and restored it. Amazing.
Recently, I nearly toppled over when I got word
that the distinguished Emeritus Professor of Art
History at UCLA, Dr. Donald Preziosi, included my
artwork, I CAN SEE THE WHOLE ROOM, AND
THERE’S NO ART IN IT! (2011), in a recent
publication, Art, Religion, Amnesia (2013).
Remarkable.
Many LA art collectors now own an artwork
featuring the art scene’s most beautiful icons,

The sterotype of a starving artist scares away
many potentially talented artists from
pursuing art – any advice or thoughts about
how to deal with the financial concerns an
aspiring artist might be concerned about?
As a contemptible artistic failure, I’m the last
person that would ever give anyone financial or
art career advice.
Do you have any events or exhibitions coming
up? Where would one go to see more of your
work? How can people support you and your
artwork?
Inquiries and purchases can be made through
Google, Artsy, and The LODGE in Hollywood.
Incidentally, The Derazhne-Fridman Trust has
recently amassed the largest private collection of
my artworks in Southern California.

Contact Info:
• Website: www.lgwilliams.com
• Instagram: https://instagram.com/lgwilliams
• Other: www.pcppress.com

Artist will feature 'climate catastrophe'
artwork in Streator
Idea of the work is to look at bigger issue
By Michael Urbanec
June 17, 2019 at 10:14 pm CDT

Streator native and renowned artist L.G. Williams will cover the largest tree in the Streator City Park with yellow tape as though
it were the scene of a crime, symbolizing the environmental issues he said have been ignored for decades. The idea of the
piece is to get people to think about climate change.

Streator is getting a new piece of artwork Friday,
June 28, to Sunday, June 30, but this won’t be a
mural or a statue celebrating the city’s history: The
artwork will be a warning on the dangers of climate
change from world-renowned artist and Streatornative L.G. Williams.
“The most important problem of our time is climate
catastrophe,” Williams said in a phone interview.
“There is no better place to look at the climate
catastrophe and the bleak future than Central
Illinois.”
To illustrate his example, Williams said the soggy
conditions preventing farmers from getting in the
field as well as the areas affected by flooding are the
locales that feed America. Central Illinois’ May was
one of the wettest on record and the weather has
affected farmers' planting schedule.
“That’s why I want to do this project,” Williams said.
“I want Streator to have one of the most important
artworks in the entire world for their community. It’s
a difficult topic but it wasn’t my choice. This is the
problem we’re facing right now.”
Streator Mayor Jimmie Lansford said the idea for the
project being called "Don't Look at That Tree," came
about when he was approached by Benna McFadden
Hermanson, who is planning a reunion for the
Streator High Class of 1979. Hermanson is a real
estate developer who has taken an interest in her
hometown. She approached Lansford about hosting a
Williams piece for the day of their reunion.
“(McFadden) still comes home and visits her mother
and she’s really taken an interest in how Streator is
changing and what we’re doing to make it more
friendly,” Lansford said. “(They) asked if they could
do something in the park and I think it’ll be a good
thing. It’ll be something. It’s only going to be like a
one-day thing. It’s whatever his artistic rendition will
be but it’s only going to be for 24 hours and that’s it.”
Williams' plan is to cover the largest tree in the
Streator City Park with yellow tape as though it were
the scene of a crime, symbolizing the environmental
issues he said have been ignored for decades.
“I want to people to look at the art and look at the
bigger picture,” Williams said. “American life
expectancy and quality have diminished. People are
dying younger than ever before. Monsanto was just
found guilty and forced to pay a billion dollar fine for
using pesticides known to cause cancer.”
Williams' reference to Monsanto is in regard to the
agribusiness company being ordered to pay $2.055

billion in a lawsuit after a California couple said
Roundup Ready, a weed killer tied to non-Hodgkins
Lymphoma by many different investigations, caused
both of them to fall ill with the disease.
“There’s such a daft rift of ideology and this is where
we are,” Williams said. “What it comes down to is
what am I doing? What do great artists do? Why is art
important?”
Williams said the greatest artists deal with the
greatest problems of their time by shedding light in
ways that might be uncomfortable and describes his
style as that of a “renegade intellectual,” somebody
who views the world through a separate set of eyes in
order to express different ideas not normally thought of.
Williams credits former Streator High School art
teacher Jim Olmsted as inspiration and as someone
who instilled a love of art in him from a very young
age.
“I feel like I’ve done everything that an artist can do
and it's time for me to do something in my
hometown,” Williams said. “Olmsted was a great
influence on me when I was in high school and I can’t
thank him enough for the four years I spent in class
with him. He was amazing and I thank my lucky stars
for having been taught by a guy like him.”
Williams’ mother was Dr. Sandra Williams, a
psychologist and former member of the Streator
Elementary School Board.
He left Streator in 1980 after graduating high school
to attend college at the University of California-Davis,
a renowned art school. He joined a program run by
"beat" artists, artists who strayed from the typical
norms of the art community.
“I was taught as an outsider and to be an outsider is
to see the whole picture without having to worry
about offending the establishment,” Williams said.
“My roots were perfect for creating transformative
and radical art. I’ve never been included across the
world despite my art getting acclaim. It’s always been
as an outsider looking in and that’s a unique position
when you talk about where we come from and talk
about big institutions.”
Williams said the artwork will be cleaned up on June
30 but its effect on the city will remain and for just a
few days at the end of June, Streator will have been
home to an impactful piece of art.
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Dave Hickey in Conversation with Julia Friedman
MEMBERS	
  ONLY	
  EVENT	
  
	
  

The	
  CAC	
  is	
  pleased	
  to	
  announce	
  an	
  evening	
  of	
  conversation	
  with	
  Dave	
  Hickey	
  and	
  
Julia	
  Friedman,	
  followed	
  by	
  a	
  book	
  signing.	
  Mr.	
  Hickey	
  will	
  engage	
  in	
  lively	
  
conversation	
  focused	
  on	
  his	
  current	
  three	
  books:	
  25	
  Women,	
  Dust	
  Bunnies,	
  and	
  
Wasted	
  Words.	
  Books	
  will	
  be	
  available	
  for	
  purchase	
  at	
  the	
  event.	
  Proceeds	
  benefit	
  
the	
  CAC.	
  

	
  
DOORS	
  OPEN	
  AT	
  5PM.	
  Talk	
  will	
  begin	
  at	
  5:30.	
  This	
  event	
  is	
  free	
  and	
  open	
  to	
  current	
  members	
  of	
  CAC.	
  
LIMITED	
  SEATING.	
  Memberships	
  will	
  be	
  available	
  for	
  purchase	
  at	
  event	
  cash	
  or	
  check	
  only.	
  
	
  
25	
  Women	
  analyzes	
  the	
  work	
  of	
  Joan	
  Mitchell,	
  Bridget	
  Riley,	
  Fiona	
  Rae,	
  Lynda	
  Benglis,	
  Karen	
  Carson,	
  
and	
  many	
  others.	
  Hickey	
  discusses	
  their	
  work	
  as	
  work,	
  bringing	
  politics	
  and	
  gender	
  into	
  the	
  
discussion	
  only	
  where	
  it	
  seems	
  warranted	
  by	
  the	
  art	
  itself.	
  The	
  resulting	
  book	
  is	
  not	
  only	
  a	
  deep	
  
engagement	
  with	
  some	
  of	
  the	
  most	
  influential	
  and	
  innovative	
  contemporary	
  artists,	
  but	
  also	
  a	
  
reflection	
  on	
  the	
  life	
  and	
  role	
  of	
  the	
  critic:	
  the	
  decisions,	
  judgments,	
  politics,	
  and	
  ethics	
  that	
  critics	
  
negotiate	
  throughout	
  their	
  careers	
  in	
  the	
  art	
  world.	
  Click	
  here	
  for	
  more	
  info	
  
	
  
Dustbunnies	
  is	
  an	
  assemblage	
  of	
  “swept	
  up”	
  fragments	
  that	
  came	
  from	
  a	
  vast	
  digital	
  discourse	
  that	
  
took	
  place	
  in	
  Dave	
  Hickey’s	
  social	
  media	
  space	
  between	
  June	
  2014	
  and	
  March	
  2015.	
  During	
  that	
  time	
  
Hickey	
  posted	
  almost	
  3,000	
  comments,	
  prompting	
  nearly	
  700,000	
  words	
  in	
  response	
  from	
  art	
  lovers,	
  
acolytes	
  and	
  skeptics.	
  Wasted	
  Words,	
  the	
  resulting	
  volume,	
  is	
  an	
  unedited	
  comprehensive	
  transcript	
  
of	
  these	
  exchanges.	
  Click	
  here	
  for	
  more	
  info	
  
	
  
Dave	
  Hickey	
  is	
  a	
  distinguished	
  American	
  art	
  and	
  cultural	
  critic	
  and	
  the	
  author	
  of	
  The	
  Invisible	
  
Dragon:	
  Four	
  Essays	
  on	
  Beauty(1993),	
  Air	
  Guitar:	
  Essays	
  on	
  Art	
  and	
  Democracy	
  (1997),	
  and	
  	
  Pirates	
  
and	
  Farmers	
  (2014).	
  His	
  most	
  recent	
  book,	
  25	
  Women:	
  Essays	
  on	
  Their	
  Art,	
  is	
  just	
  out	
  from	
  the	
  
University	
  of	
  Chicago	
  Press.	
  Hickey	
  was	
  Professor	
  of	
  English	
  at	
  the	
  University	
  of	
  Nevada	
  Las	
  Vegas,	
  
and	
  Distinguished	
  Professor	
  of	
  Criticism	
  for	
  the	
  MFA	
  Program	
  in	
  the	
  Department	
  of	
  Art	
  &	
  Art	
  History	
  
at	
  the	
  University	
  of	
  New	
  Mexico.	
  	
  
	
  
Julia	
  Friedman	
  is	
  a	
  Russian-‐born	
  art	
  historian,	
  writer,	
  and	
  curator.	
  Her	
  book	
  Beyond	
  Symbolism	
  and	
  
Surrealism:	
  Alexei	
  Remizov’s	
  Synthetic	
  Art	
  was	
  published	
  by	
  Northwestern	
  University	
  Press	
  in	
  2010.	
  
She	
  is	
  currently	
  working	
  on	
  a	
  monograph	
  about	
  the	
  California	
  artist	
  Wally	
  Hedrick.	
  

	
  
Saturday,	
  March	
  05,	
  2016	
  at	
  06:00	
  PM	
  
Contemporary	
  Arts	
  Center	
  -‐	
  Soho	
  in	
  Las	
  Vegas,	
  NV	
  
	
  

	
  

Mar 03, 2016 by Joe Schoenmann
Art critic Dave Hickey left Las Vegas and UNLV five years ago.
But he will return Saturday to talk about his three new books, including "Wasted
Words". It includes some of the 3,000 Facebook posts written from 2014-2015 -and how none of them could spur serious conversation.
"You don't write your best on Facebook," Hickey said. "I don't even consider it
writing ... I tried to generate some serious discussion. I couldn't. The book is a
testament to my failure."
Hickey said the most he could ever get out of people who responded were series of
puns.
Hickey is Nevada’s only MacArthur Foundation genius grant winner, which he
received for art criticism in 2001.
And, though he turned 75 in December, Hickey shows no sign of slowing down – or
holding back.
He also said he wrote the book "25 Women," after going over some of his essays
about art and realizing that almost all of them were about female artists.
"Women are much more complicated than men," he said, and that complexity comes
out in their art.
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While following his banter Friedman (who taught
modern and contemporary art history at ASU from
2011 until 2014) got an idea. She says she
approached Hickey with the idea of doing a
project based on his Facebook posts. When she got
his blessing, she began collecting his posts. This
led to the publication of two books Dust Bunnies:
Dave Hickey’s Online Aphorisms and Wasted
Words: The Essential Dave Hickey Online
Compilation. “I wasn’t even friends with him on
Facebook [at first]. I just followed him,” Friedman
says.
Writer/editor, educator and art historian compiles
the highs, lows and everything else, of a wellfollowed art critic’s social media.
The art world is fickle and hypersensitive; it
doesn’t take kindly to criticism, especially when
it’s the honest kind. So it’s no wonder
that professor, essayist and art critic Dave Hickey
has been both loathed and lauded by contemporary
artists, collectors, dealers and art fair organizers.
For decades, Hickey disseminated his writings the
traditional way—in books and magazines
(ArtNews,
Artforum,
Interview,
Rolling
Stone and Vanity Fair, to name a few). He was
also executive editor at Art in America. But a few
years ago, in the summer of 2014, while
bedridden and recovering from an illness, he
decided to try a new medium and tapped into
Facebook, which became his temporary window to
the world.

When word of the two books began to circulate
publicly, there was a concern from his friends and
followers that she might be exploiting him, she
says. They were very protective of Hickey,
because they all love him. But since the release of
both books and an initial book signing at the L.A.
Book Fair at LACMA earlier this month,
Friedman reports that the vast majority of
feedback has been positive.
“Dust Bunnies is a heavily edited collection of
posts from Dave’s page, only—a ‘best-of’ of
sorts,” Friedman says. “People post for all
different reasons. Some are just happy to be on
Hickey’s page. Some want to look smart to
Hickey. Some want to look smart to everyone else.
And some are just addressing the issues. It’s
humanity, at it’s worst [and best].”
“Anyone who knows Dave Hickey or has gone to
a talk he’s given knows that has this really
naughty streak in him. He loves to scandalize
people,” Friedman says. “It’s not like he has an

evil bone in his body, but he is notoriously known
for biting the hand that feeds him.” One could
deduce that the impatience and hostility of
Hickey’s tone in many posts might stem from his
physical debilitation. Friedman says he never was
incapacitated, per se, during his time in bed and on
Facebook. He simply used the platform as a
vehicle for his free-flowing ideas.

Wasted Words: The Essential Dave Hickey Online
Compilation is the complete, unedited transcript of
his posts, conversations and threads, with replies
from friends and followers. It is 600 pages long
with text in a seven-point typeface and it is
impossible to index, Friedman says. If Wasted
Words is Ulysses, then Dust Bunnies is the
CliffNotes.
Friedman says that in the complete manuscript the
only thing she redacted were last names (she left
the first initial of the last name). She describes
Hickey as a Baudelarian writer who never needed
to work with an editor, because his prose is so
clean. The manuscript is “interspersed with insults
and his personality quirks,” Friedman says.

Friedman had an intuition that, although Hickey
was prolific on Facebook, it probably was shortlived. Sure enough, after about a year of frequent
posts, his page suddenly disappeared, leaving
devoted followers scratching their heads. Hickey
told her he left Facebook when he felt better. Now
he is back to writing books and essays and simply
doesn’t need this alternate medium as an outlet
anymore.
Shortly after the release of Dust Bunnies, someone
on Facebook referred to Friedman as “Dave’s Fan
Babe,” completely ignoring the fact she has a PhD
in art history and has published significant works
of her own.
The cover of Dust Bunnies contains several covert,
intellectual jokes built into its design. First, it is
adorned with minimalist red bands across it to
resemble an imprint by Éditions Gallimard, an
iconic French publishing house established in
1911 that has put out many important literary and
critical works (http://www.gallimard.fr/). Instead
“Editions du Piràtes” appears on the cover “in
reference to the Pirates and Farmers book he just
wrote,” Friedman says. Embedded in the cover
design is a faint imprint of Hickey’s face, almost
like the image on the Veil of Veronica (you have
to hold it in just the right light to see it).

	
  

The contrast between Dust Bunnies and Wasted
Words is vast. “The other interesting thing about
the project is that it took me an insane amount of
time to edit because there is so much Americana in
it. Many of the names were misspelled. This is
extremely ironic, OK? Because he has a Russian
editing all of these American references,” she
says. “It was the biggest learning curve, for me,
since studying English.”
If you look at the posts in sequence, it’s almost
like following a class syllabus. “He is a teacher, he
entertains, and he is a critic.” At times when
prompted, he lists volumes of “must-reads” for
those curious to learn more about art. It’s not
prescriptive but very complete. “He likes to
investigate humans,” Friedman says. “He likes to
poke and test the audience. He finds that edge and
then he probes.”
Friedman and Hickey will be in conversation in
Las Vegas at a Contemporary Arts Center
members’ event in Las Vegas March 5. They will
also be in conversation at UCLA’s Hammer
Museum in May.
Friedman will discuss Dust Bunnies and Wasted
Words at SMoCA March 31 at 7 p.m. For more
information about Friedman and the books,
visit juliafriedman.net.
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Along	
   about	
   10pm,	
   when	
   the	
   grown	
   ups	
   were	
   ready	
   to	
   go	
   to	
   bed,	
   I	
   put	
   on	
   my	
  
dancing	
   shoes	
   and	
   headed	
   up	
   to	
   Napa	
   to	
   drop	
   in	
   on	
   the	
   annual	
   New	
   Years	
  
bash	
  at	
  Green	
  Valley	
  Ranch,	
  where	
  our	
  friend	
  Mike	
  Patton	
  lives.	
  
	
  
This	
  party	
  always	
  has	
  a	
  theme;	
  this	
  year	
  it	
  was	
  a	
  wedding.	
  
	
  
Okay,	
   everyone	
   at	
   the	
   ranch	
   is	
   gay,	
   so	
   of	
   course	
   it	
   was	
   2	
   women	
   getting	
  
(mock)	
  married.	
  	
  The	
  women	
  do	
  live	
  together	
  in	
  real	
  life,	
  but	
  in	
  a	
  menage	
  a	
  
trois.	
  	
  With	
  a	
  guy	
  named	
  LG.	
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Dave Hickey © Eric Minh Swenson

Everyone’s	
  a	
  critic	
  
DAVID HAWKES
Dave	
  Hickey	
  
WASTED	
  WORDS	
  
The	
  essential	
  Dave	
  Hickey	
  online	
  compilation	
  
586pp.	
  PCP	
  Press.	
  £29.03	
  (US	
  $42.95).	
  
978	
  1	
  5172	
  8710	
  8	
  
Julia	
  Friedman,	
  editor	
  
	
  
DUST	
  BUNNIES	
  
Dave	
  Hickey’s	
  online	
  aphorisms	
  
124pp.	
  PCP	
  Press.	
  £10.12	
  (US	
  $14.95).	
  
978	
  1	
  5232	
  7266	
  2	
  
Dave	
  Hickey	
  
	
  
25	
  WOMEN	
  
Essays	
  on	
  their	
  art	
  
192pp.	
  University	
  of	
  Chicago	
  Press.	
  
978	
  0	
  226	
  33315	
  1	
  

Dave Hickey has always been a meta-critic, eager to speculate
on the nature and function of criticism in the very act of
employing it. A master of the aphorism whose wit can
sometimes mask his profundity, he packed considerable
theoretical insight into the very title of his collection of
essays, Air	
   Guitar (1997). The phrase refers to the headbanging, hair-whipping dance performed by teenage heavy
metal fans in somewhat ludicrous and pathetic imitation of
their heroes who play with real instruments. It wittily captures
Hickey’s ironic, self-deprecating attitude towards his craft.
These new books continue Hickey’s investigation into the
nature and sources of critical authority. They are best
understood as reflections on Marshall McLuhan’s famous
epigram, “the medium is the message”. The medium in
question here is the internet, specifically Facebook, and the
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messages are those of postmodernism: the triumph of image
over identity, the dominance of representation over reality, and
the demise of rational judgement in the evaluation of art.

	
  

Social media has been hailed as embodying McLuhan’s
“electric agora”, a decentralized, non-hierarchical model of
discourse in which, as McLuhan put it, “dialogue supersedes
the lecture”. Throughout Wasted	
   Words, we are presented
with Hickey’s daily threads, which are allowed to meander
through their courses and reprinted in their entirety. Hickey’s
own comments are privileged only by bold type, and the
threads are printed in backwards chronology, as on a computer
screen. The results range from the sublime to the ridiculous, as
Hickey and several interlocutors of varying taste and
intelligence banter and rant about art, money, politics, sex and
above all the nature of the medium on which they are engaged.
A “companion volume”, Dust	
   Bunnies, consists of Hickey’s
most memorable epigrams isolated from their context.
Both books modernize the aphoristic tradition in the manner of
Nietzsche and Adorno: pithy observations of quotidian
minutiae replace totalizing claims to absolute truth. Gnomic
generalizations such as “Language is a prosthetic we all share”
or “Boredom is the mother of progress” jostle entertainingly
with flashes of insight into particular people and places:
“Dublin is square, until you get drunk”, “RuPaul is the best
god”. It might seem that such texts vindicate the idealistic
view of social media as a newly democratic mode of
discourse, in which neither reputational nor institutional
authority can wield their traditional heft. Technology may
appear to have swept away the intellectual elitism that
distorted the twentieth-century art world, leaving us free to
enjoy what Julia Friedman, the editor of Wasted	
  Words, calls
“the transition from a critical to a post-critical society”.
These assumptions harmonize perfectly with Hickey’s longstanding critique of academic elitism. The publication of texts
like these seems to vindicate his protests against the influence
of “tenured theory professors”, and perhaps he ought to be
happy. Yet these transcripts actually reveal this to be very far
from the case. Hickey laments the condition of the
contemporary art world with sincere passion: “Did any of you
whiz-kids out there see this trainwreck coming? – the
dissolution of critical discourse, the apotheosis of the hedge
fund oligarchy, and the proliferation of relational aesthetics . .
.”. Of course none of his interlocutors did see it coming and,
more to the point, neither did Hickey. We might profitably
ask, why not?
Hickey’s intellectual hero is J. L. Austin, the English analytic
philosopher who developed the concept of the “performative”
statement. A “performative” is a sign or series of signs that
achieves an objective effect in the real world, as when a priest
declares a couple married. In Derrida’s post-structuralist
reading of Austin, all signs become performative, so that our
experience of reality itself is constructed through systems of
representation. These systems can be linguistic, semiotic or

aesthetic; today they are increasingly financial in nature. As
philosophers like Elie Ayache and Arjun Appadurai have
shown, the financial instruments known as “derivatives,”
which have recently achieved predominance over the financial
sector and thus over the entire economy, are fundamentally
nothing more than performative signs with no reference in any
material or real world beyond the realm of representation. In
the twenty-first century, such media of representation have
achieved practical power over the reality they once claimed to
represent.
Postmodernists see a liberating potential in perfomative signs
because they do not refer to any reality beyond themselves,
and thus allegedly offer freedom from the constraints of logos,
identity and similar relics of patriarchal essentialism. Hickey
likes to emphasize this discussion’s theological origins,
connecting artists such as Ed Ruscha and Robert Mapplethorpe with the “canonical Catholic” tradition of “using the
incarnate word, which is not the referential word but the word
as flesh”. In Wasted	
  Words	
  he even announces a genealogical
stake in the fight: “My quadruple great grandfather was
Jonathan Edwards . . . . I keep trying to clean up the mess he
made”. Hickey is a self-declared iconodule: he is politically
and ethically committed to the efficacious power of images.
In the late twentieth century, Hickey did much to advance the
epistemological and ethical claims of performative
representation. He made his name with The	
   Invisible	
  
Dragon	
  (1993), a collection of trenchant arguments for the
efficacious power of visual beauty. In that book, Hickey
claimed that the very existence of criticism is founded on the
assumption that signs do things: “if images don’t do anything
in this culture, if they have not done anything, then why are
we sitting here at the twilight of the twentieth century talking
about them . . . the efficacy of images must be the cause of
criticism and not its consequence, the subject of criticism and
not its object”. Why should such a committed advocate of
performativity lament the current state of the art world, or
decry the postmodern condition in general?
The root of the problem lies in Hickey’s disarming confession
that “I came out of the dealer world and that is still how I
think”. While his dual role as a prominent dealer and star critic
positions him perfectly to reflect on the intersection of
economics and aesthetics, it also blinds him to the homology
between aesthetic idolatry and commodity fetishism. He
recalls the art world of the 1950s and 60s as being “driven by
the market”, with aesthetic value largely determined by
market-oriented critics such as himself. In the late 60s,
however, “we had a little reformation privileging museums
over dealers and universities over apprenticeship, a vast shift
in the structure of cultural authority”. This “reformation” was
iconoclastic in spirit, imposed by a puritanical professoriat
which scorned the market’s imposition of exchange value:
“these hierarchical authority figures selling a non-hierarchical
ideology in a very hierarchical way”.
Throughout the 90s, Hickey laboured lustily to expropriate the
cultural capital of such “elitist” authorities, and his campaign
was highly successful. By 2007 he could remark that “in
twenty yearswe’ve gone from a totally academicized art world
to a totally commercialized art world”. Yet these books
suggest that Hickey now regards that victory as pyrrhic. For
example, he has written with approval of Andy Warhol’s
integration of marketing and advertising into aesthetics. In

	
  

2007 he described the resulting invasion of character by
persona as part of the aesthetic effect: “most famous artists are
created by their work and the idea of them as a character, and
if they’re smart and ambitious, they reinforce that character
because they want to win”.
Wasted	
   Words	
  confronts the consequences of that position a
decade later. As one of Hickey’s interlocutors points out,
“when you guys are gone the world will be run by a generation
of people born into branding as if it’s a personal expression”.
This represents the point at which economic representation
overrides essential identity, as opposed to supplementing it.
Now commerce ceases to be merely an influence on aesthetics,
as in Warhol. Instead, the market and the art world merge into
a unity. When a contemporary artist uses Facebook or
Instagram to spread his reputation, he is not promoting
something outside the promotion itself. The advertisement is
also the advertised. The medium is the message.
Hickey’s suspicion of such developments is partly born of
self-interest. In a “post-critical age”, after all, everyone’s a
critic, and Dave Hickey is just one cranky internet persona
among many others, as his impertinent Facebook friends are
quick to remind him. Although he declares with apparent
gusto that there are “no stars on Social Media”, Hickey is
understandably reluctant to surrender his hard-earned, richly
deserved cultural authority to a bunch of nutters on the net. He
frequently refers to Michel Foucault’s image of the internal
policeman, the fascist in the psyche, who scrutinizes and
judges our thoughts and actions as if from a prison guard
tower. Foucault and his followers identified this interior
totalitarian with logos and its manifestations as reason and
conscience. Against this oppressor they advance the forces of
performative representation, which constitutes its own truth
and does not refer to any transcendent signified.
Yet the conclusion to which these books point is that, in the
“post-critical age”, logos is no longer the enemy.
Indeed, logos has
been
overthrown
by eidola.
The
manipulation of persona, brands, multiple identities and
images that the internet simultaneously reflects and facilitates
does not have a liberating but an oppressive effect. Online
discussion and perhaps even thought are constrained by
interior inhibitions: peer pressure, group think, public
shaming, fear of political incorrectness. External sources of
authority are eliminated, as social media abolish distinctions
between author and reader, critic and consumer, teacher and
student. But the overt, top-down censorship of the tyrant is
replaced by the more insidious, implicit, censorship of the self.
Hickey certainly knows how to provoke such self-censorship
among his Facebook friends. A predictable point of contention
arises over the gendered language which he uses with
unreconstructed
abandon.
He
adopts
a
notably
uncompromising persona during this discussion. A poster
known as “Mia P” mildly enquires “why preface artist with
‘woman’”, to be met with a withering flame from Hickey:
“Jesus; Mia. Lighten the fuck up”. This inevitably provokes
the intervention of the thread’s male “white knights”, one of
whom “had to shuffle over to express my dismay at the
‘woman artist’ title. It’s of a vintage that’s gone sour, Dave.
That modifier says more about the person using it than the
modified”.
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At such moments we begin to understand these threads as
artworks in themselves, compositions or perhaps
improvisations, with Hickey as their author. The reactions of
his public are assimilated into his art. The same is true of 25	
  
Women, which consists of essays by Hickey on selected
contemporary female artists. Hickey pulls off a remarkable
triple bluff here. By devoting a book to female artists he
naturally piques curiosity about his agenda. In the
introduction, however, he claims “there is no agenda here”.
His subjects’ gender is of no special significance to their art,
he claims, and his only motive for writing such a book is that
“damn it, I like women”. Yet the book he has produced makes
gender absolutely central to aesthetic practice and evaluation.
Hickey interprets each of the women discussed as exponents
of the performative. He portrays them as advocating through
their art the same postmodern virtues for which he argues in
his criticism: “a bunch of women and queers . . . recreating a
redeemed image of the protean self in a fluid culture – as an
image of an image of an image”.
The cumulative effect of these commentaries is to construct
an écriture	
   féminine	
  for the visual arts. An assemblage of
movie posters by Alexis Smith summarizes its message with a
quotation from John Barrymore: “I don’t live, I act”. The odd,
de-contextualized domestic objects of Vilja Celmis exemplify
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s “nomad art”, while the
distorted documentary photographs of Sarah Charlesworth
inculcate the basic postmodern propositions that “logic is a
branch of ethics, and ethics a branch of aesthetics” by forcing
	
  

	
  

the viewer to confront the inevitably subjective construction of
meaning in an image.
Vanessa Beecroft’s work succeeds because of “the mystery
and opacity of women”, while Barbara Bloom is admirable for
her “obsession with the fluidity and slipperiness of the relation
between names and the things they represent, between
mediums and messages”. The influence of literary theorists
such as Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray is largely unspoken
here; it nevertheless dominates Hickey’s conception of the
female artist.
Hickey’s hostility to the academy and his positing of the
market as a preferable determinant of aesthetic value are still
in evidence in these books. Yet with the contrariness of a
habitual rebel, he recoils from those positions to the extent that
they have triumphed. His prose is tinged with dismay, verging
on despair, at the ethical and aesthetic implications of
hyperreality. Although the medium dictates that its argument
is
polyphonic
and
sometimes
circular,	
  Wasted	
  
Words	
  nevertheless contains an unmistakable development in
mood. In the early entries, Hickey knocks out, with happy
approbation, postmodern clichés like “why not shallow when
there is no such thing as depth”. Several thousand posts later,
having assimilated the message of the medium, his mood has
soured: “I tried to be serious, but FB is a Potemkin Village.
Nothing behind the façade”. Wasn’t that supposed to be a
good thing?
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The LA Holiday 25, Day 9:
The SubPrime Mortgage Crisis Bailout Coloring Book
by LG Williams

By Kyle Fitzpatrick
Posted December 9, 2013

On the ninth day of Holiday, my LA friend
gave to me… The SubPrime Mortgage
Crisis Bailout Coloring Book.
Who Would This Be Great For? The
young, contemporary art aware Angeleno
with a sense of humor, who Outside The
Lines was a bit too obvious a gift for.
Who Is Giving This Gift? For the
contemporary art watcher who wants to
give local art at an affordable price.
Why This Gift? From local gallery
lampooner LG Williams is a two
hundred seven paged “advice and self-

help” coloring book. What about? The
mortgage crisis! Both straightforward
commentary on American economic
issues and yet another funny take on how
artists handle these big issues, the
coloring book is series of numbers meant
to introduce American kids to “the
unprecedented burden imposed on them
and generations to come.” How fabulous
is this? It is not only educational but it is
artistic—and brilliant.
Where Can You Get It? The coloring
book is available online here and is
retailing for $29.95.

NAUJOS PARODOS KKKC – SAVARANKIŠKAI
KELIONEI PER ŠIUOLAIKINIO MENO PASAULĮ
Autorius Kultūrpolis / spalio 13, 2013 /

Penktadienį, spalio 11 d., Klaipėdos kultūrų komunikacijų
centro (KKKC) Parodų rūmuose (Didžiojo Vandens g. 2)
atidarytos dvi šiuolaikinio meno parodos, kviečiančios
lankytoją pasijusti lyg kelionėje ir pačiam ieškotis orientyrų,
kaupti įspūdžius bei daryti išvadas.
Paminėtina, jog nagrinėti ir suprasti šiuolaikinį meną –
iššūkis ne vien žaliam meno vartotojui, bet ir prityrusiam
žinovui. Tad tie, kuriems yra smalsu, bet drauge kiek
nedrąsu mėginti jį pažinti, neturėtų kuklintis. Juolab kad šių
parodų siūlomos sąlygos turėtų patikti ir tiems, kurie mėgsta
testuoti savo menotyros žinias, ir tiems, kurie tik atranda
šiuolaikinį meną ir, ranką prie širdies pridėję, negalėtų
išvardyti daugiau kaip penketo jam atstovaujančių kūrėjų
pavardžių.
Anot KKKC direktoriaus Igno Kazakevičiaus, pirmajame
bei antrajame Parodų rūmų aukštuose ratu išdėlioti parodų
eksponatai kviečia savarankiškai atrasti kuratorių
koncepcijas arba kurti savas.
Esminis dalykas, kaip ir grįžus iš kelionės, yra asmeniniai
įspūdžiai – ką apie parodas papasakotumėte savo
bičiuliams? Tad nei koncepcijų aprašymų, nei autorių
pavardžių bei darbų aprašymų salėse šiuosyk nėra –
lankytojas kviečiamas savarankiškai pažinti darbų turinį be
jokių išankstinių nuorodų.

Šios būtų per daug iškalbingos, bet Kultūrpolis.lt skuba
pasufleruoti, kas pamatyti parodas turėtų visi tie, kuriems
įdomi aktuali meno raiška.
Kuratorės Julijos Čistiakovos (Prancūzija – Lietuva)
parodoje „What is Missing?“ pristatomi tokių autorių, kaip
LG Williams, Abraham Cruzvillegas, Seth Price, Hans Op
de Beeck, Dan Perjovschi, Dora Garcia, Bronė
Neverdauskienė, Christian Jankowski, Maurizio Cattelan ir
Pierpaolo Ferrari, darbai.
Kuratoriaus Lorenzo Bruni (Italija) parodos „Trip and
Traveling. Introduction“ dalyvių gretose yra trisdešimt
kūrėjų: Maria Teresa Alves, John Bock, Johanna Billing,
Deniz Buga, Jordi Colomer, François Curlet, Stefania
Galegati, Domenico Mangano, Ahmet Ögüt, Uriel Orlow,
Paolo Parisi, Agnė Racevičiūtė, Anri Sala, Hans Schabus,
Emilija Skarnulytė, Guido van der Werve, Raphaël Zarka,
Jose Dávila, Nico Dockx, Carlos Garaicoa, Rainer Ganahl,
Thomas Gillespie, Darius Mikšys, Jonathan Monk,
Maurizio Nannucci, Matteo Rubbi, Marinella Senatore,
Kamen Stoyanov, Driant Zeneli, Lawrence Weiner.
Parodos KKKC veiks iki š. m. lapkričio 10 d.
Algirdo KUBAIČIO nuotr.

Parodai apie informacijos sklaidą
įkvėpė klausimas, užduotas internetui
AUTORIUS: ARTNEWS.LT :: 2013-10-11, PENKTADIENIS

Ko tau trūksta? Ieškodama
atsakymo į šį gana
asmenišką klausimą,
kuratorė Julija Čistiakova
šiuolaikinio meno projekte
„What is missing?“,
suvienijo dešimt menininkų
iš viso pasaulio. Šį
penktadienį, spalio 11 d.,
18 val. projekto paroda
atidaroma Klaipėdos
kultūrų komunikacijų
centro (KKKC) Parodų
rūmuose (Didžiojo Vandens g. 2).
Kartą pokalbyje per meno mugę draugė iš Italijos
paklausė, ko man trūksta? Po kurio laiko šį klausimą
įrašiau „Google“ paieškoje. Nustebau tarp pirmųjų
rezultatų aptikusi ištrauką iš mėgstamo autoriaus
Ray’jaus Bradbury’io romano „451 Farenheito“,
atsakančią į klausimą, ko trūksta visuomenei: esą
informacijos kokybės, laisvo laiko jai apdoroti ir
galimybės imtis veiksmų, nulemtų pirmųjų dviejų
dalykų sąveikos“, – prisiminė kuratorė.
Prieš šešis dešimtmečius R. Bradbury’io nusakyta
problematika paskatino jos šviesoje paanalizuoti
aktualią situaciją. Konceptualaus meno projektui,
pavadinimu „What Is Missing?“, kuratorė
pakvietėAbrahamą Cruzvillegą (Meksika), Hansą Op
De Beecką (Belgija), Maurizio Cattellaną ir Pierpaolo
Ferrarį (Italija), LG Williamsą (JAV), Seth’ą Price’ą
(JAV), Dorą Garćią (Ispanija), Christianą Jankowskį
(Vokietija), Bronę Neverdauskienę (Lietuva) ir Daną
Perjovschį (Rumunija).

„Jeigu rengi parodą apie informacijos sklaidą, aprėpti
joje vieną šalį ar tik Europą, yra mažų mažiausiai
nuobodu. Šio projekto darbai – skirtingi, bet kalba ta
pačia tema“, – komentavo kuratorė. Parodos tikslas,
anot J. Čistiakovos, yra pažvelgti į situaciją, kai lokalus
kontekstas iškraipo globalų pranešimą, perkonstruoja ir
interpretuoja jį sau palankia linkme.
Ekspozicijoje lankytojai išvys videoinstaliacijas,
objektus, spaudinius ir kitus darbus, įvairiausiais
aspektais nagrinėjančius informacijos prigimtį, sklaidos
dėsningumus, prieinamumą, santykį su asmenine
žmogaus patirtimi. Bus pristatyti menininkų
bendradarbiavimo su dienraščiu, logistikos bendrove,
meno kritikais rezultatai, kuriuose „sistema“ tapo
kūrybos proceso dalyve.
J. Čistiakova, baigusi aukštąją kuratorystės mokyklą
Ecole du Magasin Grenoblyje (Prancūzija), yra
nepriklausoma kuratorė, gyvenanti ir dirbanti
Paryžiuje. Bendradarbiavo su kuratoriumi Hansu
Ulrichu Obristu projekte „Brutally Early Club“, yra
knygos „Harald Szeemann. Individual Methodology“
(JRP|Ringier, 2008) bendraautorė. Kuravo parodas
Performos bienalėje Niujorke, privačiose galerijose ir
šiuolaikinio meno centruose Belgijoje, Kanadoje,
Prancūzijoje, Rusijoje.
Lietuvoje J. Čistiakova kaip kuratorė debiutavo 2012
m., su kolegomis Ignu Kazakevičiumi ir Vidu Poškumi
KKKC pristatydama meno projektą „Prestižas: šių
dienų fantasmagorija“, kuriame dalyvavo prancūzų
filosofas ir kuratorius, Paryžiaus meno akademijos
direktorius Nicolas Bourriaudas.
Paroda „What is missing?“
KKKC veiks iki š. m. lapkričio 10 d.
Daugiau informacijos: www.kkkc.lt
Iliustracija: Maurizio Cattellanas ir Pierpaolo Ferraris, “Toiletpaper”, 2011

By Kyle Fitzpatrick
Posted September 26, 2013

gallery practically doesn’t exist for his showing.
Want to buy a piece of LG’s work? Sorry: the gallery
is closed. He shut it down and it is only open “by
appointment only.” Why? Because the gallery’s
closed.
We heard about this from LG himself by email
which included a video (above) that serves as a
thesis for the show. The show isn’t open and the
gallery is closed and there won’t be a reception and
there won’t be any photo opportunities and you
won’t be able to see it and, again, the gallery is
closed. It’s a brilliant conceptual jab that is both fun,
funny, smart, and an evolution for the artist. (Well,
what we know of his work. We’re late adopters!)

We don’t know a lot about LG Williams but he
(We believe he?) is a local artist who is all about
poking fun at the art world and how it works. He
has done various Los Angeles projects and always
flawlessly dupes you into believing these ironic, fun
pokes at the art world by making it seem like what
he is doing is coming from the art world. He’s put
advertisements in art papers that claims a classic,
$14 million building is available for
shows and puts on shows that demand you you
how to get yourself into it. They’re all
performances on paper and beyond that make you
question the reality of art and, for some, get you to
engage with him in a way that makes him have to
perform, playing along or denying the ruse launched
onto art world.
LG’s latest show is in Milan’s Gloria Maria
Gallery and it sees the artist putting on a show that
is less of a show and more of an anti-happening:
he’s closed the gallery. The gallery isn’t open. The

Obviously the gallery isn’t “closed” and there are
works in the show that include the media here.
What does that mean? A very public Certificate of
Closure (below) and those adorable, beautiful,
moving “The Gallery Is Closed” logos (at top).
Instead of painting a mural or pulling a Barbara
Kruger and making it into an advertisement, he’s
shut down a space. He’s made a gallery not being
open (“a gallery not being open”) the point of the
show: the show isn’t a show. It’s a constant
performance of non-existence. Like Yasmina
Reza’s playArt, it only exists if you allow it to
exists. Many will see that, yes, it is an elaborate,
brilliant, post-post-post modern intellectual play
while others will stand outside of the space,
scratching the chin and wondering how they can
buy what is happening. That’s the whole point.
Thumbing through LG’s previous work, this has to
be the case with the CLOSED. It’s a laugh out loud,
deadly serious something that we wish we could see
in person. Is it real? Is it fake? What is it? You have
to see it for yourself. LG’s work is contemporary
surrealism and causes you to question what art is. Is
it anything? That’s his point.

GrandBag: Can you tell us about your background?
LGW: I was born in the Ozark Mountains in the state of
Missouri, located in the south-central part of the USA. The
town is named Shell Knob (population 700 in 1970).
For those readers who do know now this remote area in the
United States, it is roughly an hour drive east of Springfield,
Missouri. Springfield is now legendary as being the home of
The Simpsons and Bass Pro Shops. This area is also
renowned for (1) the beautiful Mark Twain national forest;
(2) having one of the highest densities of methamphetamine
producers in the US (watch Winter’s Bone, directed by
Debra Granik); (3) the Table Rock Lake: an artificial
reservoir with the highest reported incidences of drunken
boating fatalities in the USA; and (4) “The Live
Entertainment Capital Of The World” which includes, of
course, “Dolly Parton's Dixie Stampede.”
I received my M.F.A. from the University of California,
Davis nearly twenty years after the school’s most famous
graduate Bruce Nauman. I have showed at various national
and international venues, among them The Internet Pavilion
of La Biennale Di Venezia 2011, Yerba Buena Center for
the Arts, di Rosa Art Preserve, Lucerne Kunstpanorama,
Cologne Art Fair, Artissima, LISTE, Art-O-Rama, ARCO,
Super Window Project, Lance Fung Gallery, Steven Wirtz
Gallery, and Gallery Subversive.
My exhibition, In Abstentia, held at Super Window Project
in Kyoto, was reviewed in Artforum magazine in May 2011.

A major European exhibition, LG Williams / The Estate of
LG Williams, Anthology: 1985-2012, was organized in
2012 by Baron Osuna (Super Window Project) for Gloria
Maria Gallery in Milan; the catalogue essay was written by
Dr. Thomas Frangenberg, University of Leicester.
Currently, I am participating in Artrissima: Arte
Contemporanea Milano at Artra Gallery in Milan, curated
by Chiara Guidi, which runs from April 6 until April 23.
GrandBag: What is the "Estate of LG Williams"?
LGW: Many years ago, as a wannabe artist guided by
pragmatic American principals, I looked across my artistic
horizon and had a significant artistic revelation. I realized
that given my marginalized position and rarified pedigree
stood in stark contrast to the highly commercial,
internationalist artistic community of our age, death offered
me more artistic opportunities than life.
The Estate of LG Williams was created early on in my
wannabe career. At the moment, the Estate is wonderfully
nurtured by my dealer Baron Osuna. The Estate of LG
Williams will usher in my artistic resurrection or Great
Second Coming, to supply a growing and significant army
of converts, collectors and curators in my after-life, which,
in the meantime, directly connects me with the larger, global
community of the living dead.
The Estate is currently accepting applications for attractive,
educated, and endowed interns.

GrandBag: What major ideas guide your creative work?
LGW: As the youngest member of the Rat Bastard
Protective Association, whose membership includes Bruce
Connor, Wally Hedrick, Jay DeFeo, Joan Brown, Manuel
Neri, Wallace Berman, Jess Collins and George Herms, I
am an heir to a long-forgotten and dead artistic tradition:
West Coast (California) and Beat Generation art.
Being a Beat artist means being a tired or beaten down
person, wholly dismissed or ground up by orthodoxy or the
establishment’s stultifying regime of conventions, attitudes
and rewards. This is the Beat Art Generation.
Artistically, Beat means a life-long pursuit for great art by
rejecting received standards and notions; continuous
innovations
in
style
and
artistic
imagination;
experimentation with drugs and alcohol; highly active and
imaginative approaches to sexuality; and – above all – an
adamant rejection of materialism and commercialization.

Grossman, Lee Ambrozy, Isabella Derazhne and Pavel
Fridman, and many, many others.
GrandBag: In your work, "I Can See The Whole Room!
And There's No Art In It!," you appear to question of the
definition of art . Can you expand upon this?
LGW: Yes, I believe you are quite correct: "I Can See The
Whole Room! And There's No Art In It!" does question
many of today’s fundamental assumptions of today’s art
establishment.
Since one artist cannot do everything, making art implies
making direct criticisms through definite distinctions. In
other words, artists of genius make important decisions to
do this, rather than, to do that. Artists must first discern:
what is most important; what problems should be solved
first; and what is the most pressing issue for them. These
decisions are quality judgments.
Today the very idea of “quality” in our globalized,
anesthetized aesthetic experience is little more than a
paternalistic fiction apparently designed to make life hard
for ‘under-represented’ and ‘ill-equipped artists’. This huge
swarm consists of those dead souls who must henceforth be
judged on their supposed identity, ethnicity, gender, age or
marketing stratagems rather than the merits of art.
Unfortunately, great artists make pronouncements: this is
more important than that. Art is the arena in which
exceptionalism and quality must reign supreme.
GrandBag: As for artists, do you think they have a role to
play?
LGW: Basically, I think that in the realm of today’s
commercial popcorn art any role, message or idea is
irrelevant. Today, if an artist thinks they are actually going
to make a difference or change something (other than lift a
few bank accounts), they are clearly delusional, and as art
history teaches us, that is generally an unhealthy position for
any artist to be in, despite the lucrative rewards.

GrandBag: What are your current sources of inspiration?
LGW: My current sources of inspiration are Mom, Grizz,
Andy Loeb, flowers, hummingbirds, Emmy Hennings, John
Arthur Jack Johnson, Baron Osuna, Gloria Maria
Cappelletti, Chiara Guidi, Michele Chiossi, Wally Hedrick,
Yves Klein’s Estate, Beavis and Butthead, Bosoms and
Bottoms, Andy Kaufman, Dale Eldred, Dave Hickey, Dave
Hollowell, Father Guido Sarducci, John Belushi, Richard
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A work of art has no importance whatever to society. In
fact, one of the functions of my art is to prove, as E.H.
Gombrich understood, that art in general does not exist. In
fact, nothing bores me more than political art and the art of
the supposed identity, social, cultural or curatorial kind: this
is a drab middle-class fantasy. Likewise, I yawn at art
truffled with obscenities and fancy words by newly minted
internationally-abstract or neo-conceptual charlatans. This
art seems to be all made by one and the same boutique hotel
decorator.
An artist’s only role is to develop and promote genuine
artistic talent.
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Admittedly, I derive creative inspiration in a more ancient
and sacrificial manner: I commit blasphemies against reason
and conventional religions. From time to time, I sacrifice a
chicken to evoke the spirits and gods. I consecrate my
artist's palette with a liberal libation of blood from a black
cock. The spirits feed on blood, and the gods themselves
welcome the offering. In the end, the sacrificed chicken
replenishes my creative imagination.
GrandBag: Are your creations allegories of a modernist
lifestyle dreamed by people trapped in a dream unfulfilled
fantasies?
LGW: Great artists dream only of radical art. Radical art is
about oneself, and if done properly, it gets quite personal.
Unless the artist confronts his own lineage—which is only a
special instance of a larger, general dynamic, and seeks to
understand its origins and roots, and subsequently matures
as a relentless learned devotee of his own unique history, the
very situation or moment which objectifies the artist, he
cannot understand or even recognize himself in the other or
the other in himself.
GrandBag: If in a capitalist society there are only winners
and losers, do you think only those who use and abuse the
system are the possible winners?

GrandBag:
creations?

How important is the Internet in your

LGW: Twenty years ago, the Internet was a gift sent from
the Gods for marginalized, disenfranchised and savvy
artists. Now, of course, this frontier is monitored, regulated
and owned by the Gods.
GrandBag: For you, do the words "space" and "light" have
any resonance?
LGW: “Space” and “light” are important tools in the
artist’s toolbox; devices almost as important as “Art Basel”,
“Larry Gagosian”, and “when do I get my check?”.
GrandBag: How do you design your works?
LGW: I work hard and long on an artwork, or a body of
images, until they grant me complete possession and
pleasure. I try to create the best illusion or visual trope,
using every available formal, associative, and
transformational property, to express as closely as possible
what I want to express. I wait for the feeling to appear
along my spine, a shiver and wonder of accomplishment.
Moreover, it seems to me, the more difficult it becomes the
more exciting it seems.

LGW: It is no small coincidence that the Mahabharata, one
of the oldest and longest epics in world literature, opens
with The Game of Dice. In The Game of Dice, the cunning
Shakuni, an infamous dice player, invites Yudhishthira to a
game, knowing full well that he will use loaded dice, and
that gambling is his cousin's one weakness. Yudhishthira
accepts. The young Yudhishtira loses all his wealth to
Shakuni, then his kingdom. He then even gambles his
brothers, himself, and finally his wife into servitude.
This story, of course, is a parable. The parable, as it turns
out, illustrates the illusion of winning and losing. If winning
and losing was an illusion a long time ago, it is most
certainly an illusion today.
To put it another way, from my vantage point, it would be a
bore for an artist to make sport of puzzling people and
playing visual games with the intent of creating winners and
losers—especially with an audience as tiny, insignificant
and illiterate as the so-called art audience.
GrandBag: What is the relationship between the artwork
and its environment?
LGW: The Estate of LG Williams has an artwork for any
location or occasion, no matter how large or small,
expensive or inexpensive. Please visit www.lgwilliams.com
for all your art needs or contact Baron at
gallery@superwindowproject.com.

Well, actually, this isn’t entirely true.
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Artists are embodied spectators, who, in turn, respond to the
spectacle—and they must try to keep the ability to respond
in our milieu of strict conformity.
GrandBag: Can you tell us about your Internet exhibition
pavilion of the Venice Biennale in
2011?
LGW: For Sale By Artist (2011, 2013) is an artist project
that addresses one of the most pressing issues in the world
today—the United States Debt Crisis. This debt is measured
by the amount of obligations that are owed by The United
States Federal Government.
GrandBag:
Geometry?

Why did you participate in Variable

LGW: I was invited to participate in Variable Geometry by
exhibition curator Baron Osuna.
GrandBag: How will you approach the event?
LGW: My approach to Variable Geometry is simple: I will
attempt to make Baron Osuna happy through artist merit,
media attention and artwork sales.
GrandBag: Which project (s) are you working on?

GrandBag: How important is landscape or milieu in your
imagination?
LGW: Landscape is very important, especially Hawaii.
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LGW: Currently, I am preoccupied with cleaning a house;
finding some meaningful employment; preparing my
isolated doomsday bunker (a.k.a. storage facility) for the
eventual renown of The Estate of LG Williams; reducing the
debt of my family, my dealer and my nation; stopping all
the violence in the world; and enacting common sense
reforms to prevent one butterfly from harm.
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Le Domaine Les Crayères accueille dans son parc, « Géométrie Variable », la
première édition d’une exposition d’œuvres contemporaines, réalisée par
l’association culturelle CLGB et imaginée comme une promenade par Baron Osuna
(Super Window Project) avec les artistes Carl Andre, Tom Burr, Franziska Furter,
Shqipe Gashi, Dominique Ghesquière, Louise Hervé & Chloé Maillet, Erika Hock,
Kris Kimpe, Kristof Kintera, La Ville Rayée, Guillaume Leingre, Soshi Matsunobe,
Mathieu Mercier, Sandrine Pelletier, Aurélie Pétrel, Kilian Rüthemann, Christian
Sampson, Élodie Seguin, Koki Tanaka, Morgane Tschiember, LG Williams / Estate
of LG Williams.
L’association CLGB crée la revue culturelle gratuite GRANDBAG en 2010 et affirme
ses ambitions de diffusion et de promotion des différents domaines de la création
contemporaine vers un public toujours plus large, de Reims à Monaco. Dirigée par
Boris Terlet, et fortement implantée à Reims, la revue présente au fil de ses pages et
de ses numéros de nombreux artistes issus de la scène locale, mais aussi française,
européenne et internationale, tels que Yuksek, The Shoes, Ciprian Mureșan, Ludovic
Lagarde, Matali Crasset, Gilles Barbier, Wim Wenders ou Charlotte Gainsbourg.
CLCB s'inscrit dans une dynamique locale en plein essor, que ce soit au niveau des
acteurs publics ou privés : les dix ans de la manifestation d’art contemporain
« Expérience Pommery » (2013), le festival de musiques électroniques Elektricity, la
richesse de la scène des arts du spectacle avec le festival Reims Scènes d'Europe, la
reconnaissance du FRAC comme institution d’envergure internationale, la
construction d'un nouveau musée des Beaux-Arts à Reims par l’architecte David
Chipperfield, la réouverture du monument historique des Halles du Boulingrin, la
création du tramway, et un TGV à 45mn de Paris… C’est dans ce contexte
foisonnant que l'association CLGB s'engage pour le développement de la création
contemporaine à Reims et porte ici une nouvelle initiative : « Géométrie Variable ».
« Géométrie Variable » s’inscrit dans la géographie, l’histoire, la culture de la ville de
Reims, et invite à découvrir les œuvres d’une première sélection d’artistes
internationaux au long des allées du parc du Domaine Les Crayères, construit pour
Louise Pommery, marquise de Polignac en 1904, lieu mythique, exigeant et secret,
pour la première fois largement ouvert au public pendant les six semaines de
l’exposition.
« Géométrie Variable » est inspiré par ce même parc en forme d’œil : une double
boucle autour d’une vaste étendue circulaire entourée de bosquets, cachant tour à
tour un pont, une grotte, un bunker, et un court de tennis qui rappellera aux
cinéphiles la scène finale de « Blow up » d’Antonioni. Les œuvres imaginées, réalisées
ou réactivées pour l’occasion s’articulent ainsi autour des notions de regard et
d’architecture, de géométrie, de construction, de perspective, de perception de
l’espace et de perception du temps. Le paysage du jardin est une métaphore du
chemin parcouru, et/ou à parcourir. Lieu où se perdre et se retrouver dans un
perpétuel mouvement et renouvellement des formes, des points de vue et des points
de fuite. Arpenter, s’arrêter. Lieu de retraite, lieu d’écoute, lieu d’oubli, lieu de
rencontre, lieu de conscience.
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Le paysage est abordé comme un ensemble au sens pictural, classique, du terme. Un
paysage d’agrément, construit pour une demeure, pour une famille, au sein d’une
ville qui fut au cours de son histoire, détruite, reconstruite, recomposée et
réinterprétée. Ce paysage est un jardin dessiné, pensé, modifié, endommagé,
travaillé, comme en écho à la notion japonaise de shakkei*. La cathédrale de Reims,
au loin, est un élément de son langage. Ce jardin est le prolongement (toujours en
recomposition) d’une géométrie spatiale, ainsi que d’une géométrie sociale et
culturelle, soumises chacune à une infinité de variables.
« Géométrie Variable » est un exercice de composition à plusieurs mains, une surface
intuitive, logique et sensible, un matériau vivant à partir du paysage et de son
acception romantique. Le projet, envisagé avec les artistes comme un territoire
propose une cartographie d’interventions, de l’architecture à la sculpture, de la
performance à la photographie, de l’écriture au son. Autant de paysages qui
constituent, par un jeu de proximités, de contrastes, d’adjonctions, d’associations, de
juxtapositions, de superpositions, de dissimulations, de frictions, de dissolutions, un
écosystème à géométrie variable.
Processus de travail continu et expérience topographique où les questions de
typologie, de contexte, de présence, se développent autour de pièces choisies telles
que « Roaring Forties » de Carl Andre ou « Deep Purple » de Tom Burr, de
productions spécifiques, de recherches, de réactivations d’œuvres ou d’actions.
Certaines pièces seront récurrentes, d’aucunes évolueront ou disparaîtront
naturellement, à l’instar des « Gum Monsters » de Koki Tanaka et des « Stones » de
Soshi Matsunobe, alors que d’autres, avec Louise Hervé & Chloé Maillet ou
Guillaume Leingre, apparaîtront ponctuellement.
À travers la conception du jardin comme un paysage mental, à la fois prisme et filtre,
les œuvres constituent autant d’outils d’approche, de perception, d’interprétation,
d’appropriation, de compréhension. La rencontre, la surprise, forcent l’attention,
instaurent le doute et impressionnent par fragmentation, concomitance et résonance
la mémoire. Se crée, dans notre esprit, une mosaïque de correspondances et de
représentations dynamiques sans cesse recomposée, unique et individuelle,
de souvenirs, sentiments, émotions, informations, événements, opinions, énigmes,
rêves...
« Fermez les yeux et rappelez-vous un paysage que vous connaissez. Vous en faites le
tour lentement une première fois..., puis une seconde...
	
  
	
  
*Le shakkei (借景, « paysages empruntés » ou « emprunt du paysage ») est une technique japonaise utilisée pour
donner l’impression d’un jardin aux dimensions infinies. Des arbres ou buissons dissimulent les limites réelles du
jardin, et des éléments distants (naturels comme des montagnes, ou construits comme des temples ou des pagodes)
sont « capturés » dans la composition. Ainsi, les montagnes situées au-delà du jardin semblent lui appartenir, et on
pense pouvoir s’y rendre par les multiples chemins qui se perdent derrière les rochers.
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17.05 • 30.06 • 2013
Des œuvres dévoilées tout au long d’une
promenade dans le parc du Domaine Les
Crayères
Vernissage le JEUDI 16 mai, à 18 heures
Géométrie Variable est une exposition
ouverte Du vendredi 17 mai au dimanche 30 Juin
Dans le Parc du Domaine les Crayères,
7 boulevard du Général Giraud, 51100 Reims, France
Mercredi, jeudi, vendredi, samedi et dimanche
de 14h à 19h
Entrée libre
Parking
Tél. : +33 (0)3 26 24 90 00
www.geometrie-variable.fr
www.lescrayeres.com	
  

DÉjeuner de presse Le 20 MARS
Relation presse • Pascale Venot
Hélène Bustos
6, rue Paul Baudry - 75008 Paris
Ligne directe : +33 (0)1.53.53.40.55
Tél. : +33 (0)6.59.07.78.50
hbustos@pascalevenot.com
Production • CLGB
Boris TERLET
Tél. : +33 (0)6.64.80.22.48
BORIS.clgb@gmail.com
Commissariat • SUPER WINDOW PROJECT
baron osuna
Tél. : +33 (0)6.64.80.22.48
geometrie@superwindowproject.com
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LG Williams
Américain, né en 1965, vit et travaille à Los Angeles.
LG Williams, produit depuis la fin des années 80, ses toutes premières pièces en
Californie, d’abord à San Francisco et Los Angeles, puis à Honolulu et Phoenix, villes
dont l’emprise esthétique, historique et les structures sociales variées seront
prévalentes sur les modes d’élaboration, d’apparition et de diffusion parallèles, voire
confidentiels des œuvres de Williams. Ami intime et collaborateur de Wally
Hedrick, figure historique et marginale de la côte ouest, Williams développe sous son
influence des stratégies visuelles et conceptuelles autour de nombreux éléments
narratifs, historiques, contextuels et ou anecdotiques organisées comme autant
dispositifs déceptifs ou l’ironie, la distance, et l’analyse du rôle social de l’artiste
seront les outils même de toute production. Sur une période de près de trente
années, LG Williams aura construit une œuvre solitaire, singulière, irritante et
iconique, d’abord documentée et auto-promue par tous les moyens à sa portée, des
prémisses d’internet et Photoshop, aux livres et catalogues d’artistes, comportant de
nombreux dessins, sculptures, poésies, textes, sculptures et installations,
photographies et vidéos. Ces vastes ensembles constituent une matière projectuelle
inépuisable organisée de manière rhizomatique, afin de permettre de multiples points
d’entrée et de sortie non hiérarchisés, pour autant d’interprétations et de
représentations de son travail à l’image d’une banque de données. L’ensemble des
œuvres et projets de l’artiste pensés et/ou réalisés jusqu’en 2010 sont réunis sous
The Estate of LG Williams.
Depuis 2010, LG Williams est représenté par Super Window Project
(Kyoto/Bordeaux) et ses œuvres sont désormais entrées dans de nombreuses
collections privées telles que la Sammlung Willhelm und Gaby Schürmann (Berlin),
Collectie G+W (Amsterdam), Collection Leif Djurhuus (Copenhagen).
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Le Domaine Les Crayères
Membre de l’association Relais & Châteaux, Le Domaine Les Crayères est
l’illustration d’un art de vivre à la française dédié à la célébration du champagne.
Qu’il s’agisse de l’Hôtel 5 étoiles, du restaurant gastronomique « Le Parc », 2 étoiles
au Guide Michelin, de la brasserie « Le Jardin » ou du bar « La Rotonde », chaque
espace de ce lieu d’exception décline charme et élégance, détente et bien-être, plaisir
et générosité au cœur d’un parc de 7 hectares.
www.lescrayeres.com
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La galleria di Gagosian a Los Angeles? Meglio il mio
sito web! Provocazione pungente quella di LG
Williams, che porta a Milano una mostra… che non c’è
Scritto da Francesco Sala | lunedì, 19 novembre 2012

Williams, artista che sperimenta da tempo il
confine tra realtà virtuale e ambiente digitale.
Monogramma sul cappellino da baseball, sobria
abbronzatura in stile californiano – ma il ragazzo,
prossimo alla cinquantina, si divide tra la California
e le Hawaii: beato lui! – sorriso a trentadue denti e
come intercalare quello yeah strascicato che fa
tanto West Coast: Williams, ad Artissimacon la
franco-nipponica Super Window Project, si è
fermato in Italia per portare a Milano, alla Gloria
Maria Gallery, una mostra che non c’è.

LG Williams at Gloria Maria Gallery
“Io abito a Los Angeles, lo so bene: nella galleria
di Gagosian entrano una ventina di persone al
giorno. Sul mio sito internet almeno quattrocento.
Cosa dovrei dedurre?” Di essere, in linea
puramente teorica, più conosciuto di lui;
affermazione furbetta che sembra traslare nel
campo dell’arte il pretenzioso “more famous than
Jesus” di John Lennon. La provocazione, in realtà,
è – come fu nel caso dell’ex Beatles – molto più
profonda di quanto non sembri: arriva da LG

Unico pezzo, l’ironico I can see the whole room …
and there’s no art in it!, omaggio al celeberrimo
spioncino di Lichtenstein: ed infatti, in galleria, di
opere nemmeno l’ombra. Stanno tutte su web,
dove, potere di Photoshop, puoi vederle addirittura
allestite, in un render che vale come una mostra
vera e propria. Uno scherzo serissimo, divertita
riflessione sul ruolo di gallerie e galleristi, ma
anche sul senso dell’opera nel mondo digitale e
dell’artista stesso. A tenere tutti ancorati alla
realtà, prima dell’inevitabile deriva virtuale, arriva
però salvifico il rito del vernissage: perché non c’è
chat che valga la chiacchiera vis a vis, e un
bicchiere di rosso è sempre meglio berlo in
compagnia. Reale.
- Francesco Sala
LG Williams / Estate of LG Williams, Anthology
Gloria Maria Gallery – Via Watt 32, Milan
fino al 21 dicembre 2012

14 Nov 2012 - ID #2724

ESTATE OF LG WILLIAMS, ANTHOLOGY (1987-2012)
Gloria Maria Gallery invites Super Window Project, Milan, Italy
November 15 - December 21, 2012
LG Williams (USA, 1965), early seminal works produced in California in the
late eighties. Creative kin of the preeminent Beat artist Wally Hedrick, his
visual and conceptual strategies involve historical and contextual elements
organized in deceptive schemes full of detached irony. Over almost three
decades LG Williams built an extensive and iconic body of work that ranges
from paintings, sculpture and installation, to photography and video. His
artworks comprise large rhizomatic ensembles that allow for multiple, nonhierarchical entry and exit points in data representation and interpretation,
gathered under the banner of the Estate of LG Williams.
www.superwindowproject.com



Gloria Maria Gallery invita Super Window
Project, che presenta a Milano la prima
personale italiana dell’artista americano
LG Williams / The Estate of LG Williams.
Elena Bordi, November 17, 2012

Il progetto di contaminazione tra Gloria
Maria Gallery e Super Window Project si
sviluppa in modo naturale dopo circa dieci
anni di scambio intellettuale e amicizia tra
i proprietari delle due gallerie. Il lavoro di
LG Williams / The Estate of LG Williams
si inserisce perfettamente nel progetto di
ricerca di Gloria Maria Gallery, puntando
l’attenzione sulla soglia sempre piu’
impercettibile tra reale e virtuale, mondo
analogico e digitale online.

In quasi 30 anni LG Williams ha costruito
un ampio e iconico corpus di lavori che
spaziano dalla pittura, scultura e
installazione, fotografia e video. Le sue
opere (realizzate o solo idealmente
progettate) comprendono grandi ensemble
rizomatici che consentono prospettive
multiple
di
rappresentazione
e
interpretazione dei dati, riuniti sotto la
denominazione
The
Estate
of
LG Williams.

LG Williams (USA, 1965), i primi lavori
seminali sono prodotti in California, negli
anni Ottanta. Ispirato dal preminente
artista beat Wally Hedrick, le strategie
visive e concettuali di LG Williams
coinvolgono elementi storici e contestuali
organizzati in schemi ingannevoli che
sottintendono una forte distaccata ironia.

Presenti in mostra molti libri dell’artista,
che possono essere acquistati su Amazon
in versione pdf scaricabile:
http://amzn.to/MXTzt5
Gloria Maria Gallery
14 Novembre – 21 Dicembre 2012






























LG Williams/Estate of LG Williams™:
Anthology
16/11/2012 20:27:49

The real and fictional works of
American artist LG Williams/The
Estate of LG Williams™ defy
categorization, and satirizes the very art
world the artist inhabits. He
trademarked his name, and the name of
his "estate," before he is even a brand
— or dead. Williams likes to poke fun
at artists, collectors, dealers, galleries,
curators, and museums, or anyone or
anything that profits from the art
business, and put them to the test to see
what happens. The only risk is the artist
himself
relies
on
the
same

superstructure to get his message out,
and this inherent paradox makes his
anti-art art intriguing. Through clever
installations
and
tongue-in-cheek
sloganing, Williams questions the
authenticity of contemporary art with a
Houellebecqian viewpoint: that in a
capitalistic system there are inevitably
winners and losers — but Williams
does it with more charm than the
novelist.
Gloria Maria Gallery
14 November – 21 December 20










LG Williams/Estate of LG Williams™:
Anthology
Venerdì 16 Novembre 2012

LG Williams/Estate of LG
Williams™: Anthology
16/11/2012 20:27:49
Gloria Maria Gallery | Via Watt 32
20143 Milan | 14/11-21/12 2012
(in collaboration with Super Window Project)

The real and fictional works of American
artist LG Williams/The Estate of LG
Williams™ defy categorization, and
satirizes the very art world the artist
inhabits. He trademarked his name, and
the name of his "estate," before he is
even a brand — or dead. Williams likes
to poke fun at artists, collectors, dealers,
galleries, curators, and museums, or
anyone or anything that profits from the
art business, and put them to the test to
see what happens. The only risk is the
artist himself relies on the same
superstructure to get his message out,
and this inherent paradox makes his antiart art intriguing. Through clever
installations
and
tongue-in-cheek
sloganing, Williams questions the
authenticity of contemporary art with a
Houellebecqian viewpoint: that in a
capitalistic system there are inevitably
winners and losers — but Williams does
it with more charm than the novelist.






















12 NOVEMBRE 2012

Dopo tanta pioggia si è conclusa con un raggio di
sole la settimana torinese dedicata all’arte
contemporanea. Oltre alla fiera, Artissima è anche
eventi, rassegne, esposizioni e performance tutte
da scoprire tra le vie ortogonali dell’antico
quadrilatero romano; attraverso i quartieri
barocchi, i portici e i viali ottocenteschi, fino ai
nuovi quartieri industriali della grande periferia.

Tra gli eventi principali sparsi per la città: Paola
Pivi con “Tulkus 1880 to 2018” al Castello di
Rivoli; Valery Koshlyakov con “Homeless
Paradise”, alla GAM di Torino; Zena El Khalil
alla Fondazione Merz con una video installazione
dal titolo “Beirut, I love you – A work in
Progress”; la personale di Ragnar Kjartansson,
“The End – Venice 2009”, inaugurata dalla
Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo e infine a

Palazzo Madama Dan Perjovschi con “Ruin –
Politics”. Tutte mostre ancora visitabili, quindi
organizzatevi un weekend a Torino, dove è anche
possibile ammirare sparse per la città le Luci
d’Artista, ben diciannove installazioni luminose
realizzate con materiali a basso consumo
energetico.
Artissima 2012 è stata presentata all’Oval del
Lingotto Fiere di Torino sotto la direzione di Sarah
Cosulich Canarutto, prima donna alla guida
dell’evento. Tantissimi i collezionisti e gli
appassionati d’arte contemporanea che non si sono
fatti scoraggiare dal maltempo e hanno visitato le
centosettantadue gallerie suddivise in: «Main
Section», per le gallerie internazionali più
importanti; «New Entries», per le gallerie giovani;
«Present Future», con stand monografici di artisti
emergenti; infine «Back to the Future», ovvero le
mostre personali di artisti attivi tra gli anni
Sessanta e Settanta. Bella e spaziosa la parte della
fiera dedicata a pubblicazioni, riviste e libri.
Ovviamente noi amiamo tutto cio che è online,
quindi segnaliamo «Art * Texts * Pics» blog di

Elena
Bordignon,
brillante
penna
contemporaneo, amatissima dagli insider.

del

A manifestazione appena conclusa possiamo dire
che Artissima si conferma una kermesse di qualità,
ma estremamente rigorosa: si rischia a volte di
trovarsi a girovagare tra stand in un contesto tutto
sommato prevedibile. Ovviamente in un momento
di crisi i galleristi propongono opere più sicure o diciamo - meno impegnative. Ma onestamente non
è detto che la prudenza, l’understatement e
l'omologazione alla lunga siano una strategia
vincente. Forse con coraggio bisognerebbe tornare
a frequentare di più le gallerie, instaurando
rapporti più profondi con artisti e galleristi.
Pensiamo sia necessario tornare a una qualche
forma di azzeramento e che l’arte dovrebbe
cercare nuovi modelli di destinazione, fuori dalle
Fiere e dai circuiti assodati. Se il collezionismo
non è solo espressione di investimento finanziario
e saprà esprimere la sua natura mecenatesca e più'
profonda, non potrà non seguire queste riflessioni
ormai chiaramente e coscientemente mirate a
strade alternative.








   

TRANS ART TOKYO
10/21/2012

IT WAS IN THE SOON TO BE DEMOLISHED,
ABANDONED ELECTRIC COLLEGE that Trans
Art Tokyo had it’s opening day in the Kanda area of
Chiyoda ward, Tokyo on October 20th, 2012. Over 200
creators utilizing 17 floors above ground and 2 below in
what was once called Tokyo Denki University are now
showing an incredible variety of artwork including and
not limited to visual art, performance, architecture,
sculpture, music, talks, installations, dance, open
studios and other soon to be revealed works of wonder
and mystery.
Walking up and through the endless halls and
compartments that house the work of so many creators
feels like a fresh uncovering–you (the viewer) are
subjected to the exciting possibility of a future Tokyo
arts community…something for which the city hungers.
Feed it.
This temporary collective will supposedly act as a
prologue to Kanda’s creation of a new community art
center.

Exploring the seemingly endless floors and rooms takes
hours, so pack some beers and bring a flashlight.
Special events and performances are varied and
ongoing.
Our friends at THE CONTAINER will be showcasing
performances, installations and an open studio in room
1010 on the 10th floor throughout the TAT’s calendar.
Room 1010, The Container’s Satellite:
● 10/27~10/28

●
●
●
●

An installation by American
conceptual artist LG Williams / Estate of
LG Williams
11/3~11/4 Works by Vice Magazine’s photographer
Monika Mogi
11/10~11/11 An installation by the Japanese
collective Shibuhouse
11/24~11/25 An installation by avant-garde group
Trippple Nippples + live performance act on the 25th
10/22~11/23 Scottish-born artist Jack McLean will
be using the room as a studio, working on his
monumental ink and watercolour drawings.
WEEKDAYS ONLY.










L’affaire LG Williams:
LG Williams N’Existe Pas!

Le compte Google+ de LG Williams. Après avoir fait défiler des centaines d’images qui pastichent des
travaux de Claude Closky en se prétendant antérieures, on aboutit à cet aveu final, qui reprend
ironiquement des commentaires issus de Wikipédia et en fait des (fausses, il s’agit de montage) œuvres
sur aluminium…



Bien sûr, toute personne qui veut détourner
Wikipédia en gros sabots est vite identifiée
et son action, neutralisée. Mais je
remarque que les stratégies s’affinent, que
les méchants, les affreux, ceux qui veulent
nous vendre des trucs pas nets, améliorent
leur technique. Je pourrais prendre par
exemple le canular LG Williams, du nom
d’un enseignant en art américain qui s’est
inventé une œuvre d’artiste conceptuel de
près de vingt ans en semant des indices
partout, par exemple en produisant des
références de catalogues antidatés sur



Amazon, annoncés comme épuisés mais
disponibles au format Kindle, ou en
produisant
un
curiculum
vitae
d’expositions inexistantes : devant une
telle avalanche de références, le canular a
bien fonctionné, mais pas uniquement sur
Wikipédia,
puisque
des
galeries,
impressionnées par l’œuvre de ce créateur
sorti de nulle part, se sont mises à
l’exposer effectivement, et que le
Huffington Post a laissé passer (et
maintient) un article diffamatoire à
l’encontre de Claude Closky (c’est ce qui a










attiré mon attention sur l’affaire), accusé
d’avoir plagié pendant quinze ans le travail
d’un artiste inconnu. L’article du
Huffington Post a aussitôt été renforcé par
un site affirmant que le Prix Marcel
Duchamp devait être retiré à Closky, site
dont le nom de domaine a été acquis une
semaine avant la parution de l’article «
choc ». Hmmm…
Le même LG Williams avait tenté sans
grand succès une manœuvre comparable
en ciblant le britannique Banksy. Je
suppose qu’un jour, Lawrence Williams et
Julia Friedman, la critique d’art qui
travaille avec lui, vont avouer que tout cela
est un coup monté, qu’il s’agissait de
prouver qu’on pouvait tromper le monde
entier en faisant exister un artiste ex nihilo,
etc., mais en 2012, est-ce encore drôle ou
intéressant ? Je préfère nettement la
démarche de Paul Devautour et Yoon Ja
qui avaient inventé une galaxie d’artistes
et de critiques aux noms piqués dans
Tintin, Les Envahisseurs ou dans des
romans de Zola.
Puisque LG Williams en a fait un peu trop,
cherchant à notamment à imposer des
paragraphes sybillinement diffamatoires
aux articles sur le Prix Marcel Duchamp
ou sur Claude Closky, sa fiche sur
Wikipédia a fini par être supprimée, et
tous les comptes tapageurs qui ont servi à




l’éditer, bloqués. Mais le Huffington Post
maintient son article. Je les ai interrogés
par mail à ce sujet, sans réponse, et mes
questions en commentaire à l’article ne
sont plus publiées : au fond c’est la
différence entre un média « participatif »
comme Wikipédia et un média « d’autorité
» comme le Huffington Post. Le premier
rend des comptes à ses lecteurs, le second
n’en éprouve pas le besoin — sauf procès,
bien sûr.
Je tenais à raconter cette affaire car même
si elle n’a rencontré aucun écho véritable
dans le monde de l’art, plusieurs personnes
m’ont interrogé à son sujet.
Une chose m’a un peu heurté dans cette
histoire, qui m’a amené à remuer forums et
pages de discussions à son sujet : l’article
du Huffington Post qui s’en prend à
Claude Closky utilise comme illustration
une de mes photographies de l’installation
Manège (2006), diffusée sous licence libre
sur Wikipédia. J’ai modestement participé
à la réalisation de cette installation,
puisque j’ai mis au point le programme
informatique qui la fait fonctionner. Il est
un peu blessant de voir son propre travail,
offert à la communauté, servir ce type
d’entreprise malveillante. On ne me
reprendra sans doute pas à placer ce genre
d’images sous licence libre.
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Le Prix Marcel Duchamp 2005 devrait-il
être réattribué à LG Williams?
Julia Friedman, Publication: Sept 01 2012 06:00

ART CONTEMPORAIN - Le prix Marcel Duchamp, créé en 2000, est remis lors de la
Fiac de Paris, et récompense un artiste contemporain œuvrant dans le domaine des arts
plastiques/visuels. En 2005, il était remis à Claude Closky dans le cadre de son
installation Manège. Mais lorsqu'on regarde plus attentivement le travail de l'artiste, on
trouve de nombreuses similitudes avec celui de LG Williams...


La sixième édition d’Art-O-Rama démarre demain, à Marseille, sous la direction
de Jérôme Pantalacci. La Cartonnerie (Friche la Belle de Mai) accueillera jusqu'au
16 septembre une vingtaine de galeries internationales spécialisées dans l’art
contemporain ainsi que des conférences, performances et signatures de livres
d’artistes. Quelques bonnes raisons d’y aller…

LG Williams, I Can See The Whole Room ! And There’s No Art In It !, 2011
© LG Williams Estate / Super Window Project, Kyoto.

Pour découvrir de jeunes galeries
Une large part des galeries a moins de dix
ans : Crèvecœur (Paris), Acdc (Bordeaux), T
orri (Paris), D+T Project(Bruxelles)… Un
regard neuf sur l’art contemporain et des
projets ambitieux, de quoi ravir les amateurs
et les experts.

Pour danser sur la musique de La Chatte
La
Chatte,
trio
français electropop excentrique, prend le relais sur le stand du
Confort
Moderne
vendredi
à
20h.
Un show hypnotique sur un son Cosmique
Cosmétique, de quoi se mettre en jambe pour
le week-end.

Pour voir vraiment les œuvres
Les stands dans un mouchoir de poche, c’est
bon pour la FIAC et Paris Photo. À Art-ORama, les galeristes disposent de 60 m2, un
espace qui leur permet de mieux penser leurs
accrochages. La plupart ont choisi de ne
montrer qu’un ou deux artistes.

Pour défendre la création locale
Le critique et commissaire d’exposition
François Aubert a sélectionné le travail de
quatre jeunes artistes marseillais. Thomas
Boulmier,
Julie
Darribère
Saintonge,
Guillaume Gattier et Yann Gerstberger
investiront le show-room du salon.

Pour assister à la performance de Fabienne
Audéoud
Spécialiste du happening musical, Fabienne
Audéoud a déjà écrit un hit féministe et
potache pour Beaubourg, chanté la même
note pendant quarante minutes et désappris à
jouer du piano. Elle aura carte blanche
vendredi à 18h30, à l'invitation du Confort
Moderne de Poitiers.

Pour se protéger du mistral
Vendredi sera venteux, toutes les prévisions
météo l’indiquent. Autant se mettre à l’abri et
faire une cure d’art avant la rentrée.
Pour regarder les levers de soleil de
Caroline Duchatelet
Artiste invitée de l’édition 2012, Caroline
Duchatelet a filmé les aubes en Italie. Photos
et vidéos nous invitent à « accueillir la
naissance du visible ».
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In questi giorni, tra il 15 e il 19 febbraio, il
mondo dell’arte gravita su Madrid per la
rinomata fiera ARCO. Diretta per la
seconda volta da Carlos Urroz, la fiera
presenta l’arte emergente europea ed e’
dedicata ai Paesi Bassi, che prediligono
l’arte concettuale e la performance.

Quest’anno la fiera ospita meno gallerie e
meno padiglioni, secondo una strategia
anti-crisi che punta verso una ARCO di
dimensioni piu’ piccole, ma di maggiore
qualità e con più selezione.
Tra le novità principali c’è il fatto che
diverse gallerie nella sezione “giovani”
















hanno deciso di esporre insieme,
condividendo gli spazi degli stand
instaurando così un dialogo aperto di
curatele diversificate. Sarà forse una scelta
dettata anche dalla crisi economica, ma
certamente risulta essere un format
espositivo innovativo e stimolante. Tra
queste citiamo ad esempio Super Window
Project di Bordeaux che ha deciso di
condividere lo spazio espositivo con
Galerie Crèvecœur di Parigi. Ci racconta
Baron Osuna di Super Window Project:
“Abbiamo optato per uno statement forte,
intersecando strati diversi - contestuali e
concettuali - tra i diversi artisti che
proponiamo; abbiamo voluto creare una
storia e un eco tra gli artisti che
rappresentiamo. Dal minimalismo di LG
Williams, alle memorabilia di André
Guedes, fino alle strutture ossessive di
Soshi Matsunobe”.
Una delle sorprese di ARCO e’ anche la
sponsorizzazione della VIP lounge a cura
di IKEA. Anche questo potrebbe sembrare
un segnale di crisi, ma la brillante
ideazione
dello
spazio,
a
cura
dell’architetto Teresa Sapey, ci regala un
momento di relax e ci fa riflettere sulla
necessità di un modello etico sostenibile
anche nel design. Singolari a questo

proposito anche le installazioni sparse in
fiera di zolle di terra ed erba su cui i
visitatori si possono riposare.
Troviamo inoltre interessante che il
modello di condivisione proposto da
alcune giovani gallerie ad ARCO è un
trend anche a livello istituzionale. Infatti
possiamo dire che la mostra piu’ acclamata
di questa settimana madrilena dedicata
all’arte contemporanea sia
“The
Persistence of Geometry” che espone una
selezione di 96 Opere del MACBA e della
"La Caixa Foundation”. Questa imponente
mostra comprende opere di Donald Judd,
Bruce Nauman, James Turrell, Robert
Smithson, Gordon Matta-Clark, Matt
Mullican, Richard Long, Francesc Torres,
Àngels Ribe, Jordi Colomer, León Ferrari,
Damián Ortega, Rodney Graham, José
Dávila ed Ettore Spalletti, tra gli altri. Da
non perdere.
In un momento di crisi nascono cosi nuove
idee e nuove cooperazioni, ce lo insegnava
anche Jose’ Ortega y Gasset, filosofo ed
intellettuale spagnolo, che una volta disse:
“Col complicarsi dei problemi, si vanno
perfezionando anche i mezzi per
risolverli”.

LG WILLIAMS / ESTATE OF LG WILLIAMS
Chicago, EEUU, 1965. Vive y trabaja en Lives and works in Los Ángeles-Honolulú

Cracked But OK! #27, 2011. Contrachapado, firma Plywood, signature. 121 x 243 cm. Cortesía Courtesy Super
Window Project

A fines de los ochenta, LG Williams crea en California sus primeras e influyentes obras.
Emparentado creativamente con el importante artista beat Wally Hedrick, sus estrategias
visuales y conceptuales incorporan elementos históricos y contextuales organizados en unos
esquemas engañosos repletos de una irónica distancia. Durante más de tres décadas ha creado
una amplia e icónica producción que va de la pintura, la escultura y la instalación a la fotografía
y el vídeo. Sus obras componen grandes conjuntos rizomáticos que facilitan múltiples y
desjerarquizados puntos de entrada y salida en representaciones e interpretaciones de datos,
reunidos bajo la enseña Estate of LG Williams.

LG Williams, produced his early seminal works in California in the late eighties. Creative kin of
the pre-eminent Beat artist Wally Hedrick, his visual and conceptual strategies involve historical
and contextual elements organized in deceptive schemes full of detached irony. Over almost
three decades LG Williams built an extensive and iconic body of work that ranges from
paintings, sculpture and installation, to photography and video. His artworks comprise large
rhizomatic ensembles that allow for multiple, non-hierarchical entry and exit points in data
representation and interpretation, gathered under the banner of the Estate of LG Williams.
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Super Window Project, Burdeos
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Artissima: The World's Jacket With Emergency

+ Manacorda: "Let yourself be surprised by the art you do not know" ROCCO
MOLITERNO

Since the collapse of the sleep states
of conventioneers, the news inspired
many works of contemporary art at
Turin festival
ROCCO MOLITERNO

TURIN

As soon as you see on the left Artissima by Guido
Costa Projects a great work through the various
colored flags, from Afghanistan to the U.S., and if
you read the title of Failed States understand that
we are in autumn 2011. The artist Peter Friedl is
named for him and failed states or at risk of
bankruptcy for one reason or another are not just
Iceland or Greece. And the world has to be careful
you can tell even from a large world map of
Jonathan Monk, by Wallner, where several
countries are represented with strips of reflective
jackets Emergency (more poetic and more to the
world map Boetti done with stamps Italian Flavio
Favelli of various ages, from Cardi Black Box).And
somehow The sleepers (The sleeper), a table of an
international conference in which all participants
are drooling in his sleep, the Italian-Libyan
Adelita Husni-Bem (from Laveronica), expresses
effectively the situation in which we are.

Of course you can not read a fair eyes of current
events, but many works somehow intercept the
sentiment of the time. Also because Artissima,
which opens today (until Sunday) at the Oval in
Turin, is able to give, with its 161 galleries, mostly
foreign, the thermometer that moves creativity in
the young (and in particular in the galleries open
for a few years: 25 of the New Entries
section). But this feeling can well-known artists:
troubled and fascinated by that sort of mirrorMinini funnel Anish Kapoor, the author very
much in fashion (with its approximately 700 000
euro is the most expensive listing in the
exhibition). If you can before you put the fear of
being engulfed in a sort of black hole, like that of
our public finances.
Artissima For there is a match between tunnels
and galleries open for a few months. So do not
miss the London Lisson: "We decided to focus on
a dialogue between Tony Cragg and Jason
Martin," they explain. And the elusive sculptures
of one (several tens to several hundreds of
thousands of dollars value) are compared with the
other paintings hypermatter (cost a little 'less) in
a stand of great elegance. A little further on you
can find 13 000 euros two sheep with golden
horns, along with a gong. "I just opened my
gallery - Samy explains the Parisian Abraham - I
enjoyed the work of Nicolas Milho: he discovered
that the Elysée, the presidential palace where he
lives today, Sarkozy was once the home of
Madame de Pompadour. And then it was
fashionable to have flocks of sheep in the park. So
he builds and sells the sheep. " And if many jobs
require an explanation to be understood, there
are other immediate emotion, like the chairs
forming a circle round the Dialogue by Monica de
Cardenas Claudia Losi (less than 20 000 euros) or
movies d ' William Kentdridge animation (over
100 000 euros) by Lia Rumma. Sometimes to
draw is the name of the Gallery: Christian
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Andersen in Copenhagen to have a kind of fairy
tale tulle hung those tissues as if they were
paintings, the Swedish Astrid Svangren. Are
yellow and orange, take them away for a little over
ten thousand euros.
Among the stands of the exhibition led by Francis
Manacorda is easy to find visiting the directors of
the events 'competitors'. So, shoulder bag and
jaunty step, you can cross Slotocer Matthew,
director of the London Frieze Art Fair and Silvia
Evangelisti Bologna does not hide his admiration
for the festival in Turin: "I do not feel in
competition - he says - because it covers a
different slice of the market. I like the air we
breathe here. I think this shows how artists react
to the crisis today. " A crisis for the Evangelists is
not just economic. And before this there are those
who respond with a little work 'concept 50 years
and who you invent games that displace.There are
some who does not hide the anguish of existence
refer to pursue his own self-portrait in a loaf,
"Bread - explains Giovanni Morbin by
Artericambi - is a universal language. So I put the
dough in a cast ceramic that mimics my features
and bake them. In a bakery on Via Mazzini gifts
during the fair thousands of these loaves, which I
called Fourth week. I also like the idea of
anthropophagy, reflects the world we live in "(not
live by bread alone, however, the man, and who
wants to try the egg with truffles, as mentioned in
the press conference Manacorda can go Speedy of
the fast-starred chef John Grasso, who is also in
the vaults of the Oval). Playful and happy are the
citrus fruits that says sea, sea, on the floor of the
New York gallery French-Balice Hertling &
Lewis.
There is wheat flour, but rather the work of the
group Slave Spring Wheat and Tatars, for sale
(over 10 thousand euros) from The Third Line
gallery in Dubai the only present at the Oval. The
group sees artists from Poland and Iran, and
recent work is a dual homage to the Iranian

Resistance and Solidarity, the Polish trade union
of 80 years. Instead refer to previous rebellions
both a Che Guevara covered with colored pencils,
and especially since the film Mazzuchelli Repetto
proposes that the gallery in "Back to the
Future." Mazzucchelli threw cushions and other
inflatable objects output from factories in Sesto
San Giovanni, and watched people's reactions. In
this section, an abundance of works of artists such
as Ketty La Rocca or Giosetta Fioroni that marked
70 years in the art by women. Those were
unfortunately Years of Lead and reminiscent of a
young artist like Eva Frappicini Peola proposes
that the photographs of the pavements and streets
of Turin and Rome the scene of attacks flirting
with the exhibition. In the Pinacoteca Agnelli will
dedicate tomorrow to Gilbert & George is the
Neapolitan art dealer Artiaco.
Postcard from him the irreverent British pair cost
about 23 000 euros. Turin is still the city of Arte
Povera, and no shortage of celebrated works of
the movement with the major exhibition of Celant
in Rivoli. From a Russian Tucci Paolini costs
about 120 000 euros. From Sprovieri more or less
the same a Kounellis. It also works as lost gallery
of followers (happy in this case) as Alexander
Sciaraffa, that with large drums of parchment
filled with metal beads and suspended in the air
poetically reproduces the sound of the surf. The
sound of the sea, you know, is hypnotic, but who
wants to experience a real hypnosis can go in the
basement of the fair where by "Simple Rational
Approximations," the museum "impermanent"
designed by Lara Favaretto in tandem with
Manacorda Raimundas Malasauskas hypnotizes
the visitors and offers them in his sleep the vision
of great shows of the past. Here art is sleeping,
but it can also wake up with his impertinence, as
in the case of the artist LG Williams / The
Estate Of LG Williams exhibits at the gallery
Super Window Project in Kyoto Better than
Picasso. The work does not really exist, but you
take away the plate for only 2500 euros.
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Turin’s Artissima Fair Supplies Contemporary Art Addicts
With New Discoveries
over Italy have also been invited to take over
empty venues throughout the city. The art
market is only one part of the equation here.

by Coline Milliard, ARTINFO UK
Published: November 4, 2011

Artissima opened yesterday in Turin, and
the art fair's 18th edition once again
confirms its unique focus on emerging art.
The event is in fact a hybrid, funded largely
by the region and the city, which require
that a sizable part of the budget is spent on
non-commercial projects. It could be
compared to "a large Liste without Art Basel
on the side," said the fair's director,
Francesco Manacorda.
This attitude gives Artissima a very
palatable flavor. For the heart of the fair,
Manacorda has devised “Simple Rational
Approximations," a curated exhibition with
the Turin-born artist Lara Favaretto that
"imagines a museum from an artist's point
of view," the director explained. "All the
departments have been rethought in the
spirit of immateriality." The "permanent
collection," for example, is entirely
composed of spectacular cakes created in
homage to the likes of Martin Kippenburger
and Ryan Gander. Artist-run spaces from all

"For me it has always been a curators' fair,"
said Saskia Dams, co-director of Stuttgart's
Parrotta gallery, which is presenting a
tongue-in-cheek take on Constructivism by
the young Benjamin Bronni. This doesn't
mean that there was no real business. "We
made our target before the opening bell,"
said Matthew Drutt from the Lisson Gallery,
who sold two Tony Cragg and two Jason
Martin pieces. London's Selma Feriani, at
Artissima for the first time, was also pleased
to announce the sale of Ziad Antar's 2003
photograph "Pine Trees, Jezzines" to a
British collector for €5,500 ($7,611). Baron
Osuna, from the Kyoto-based Super
Window Project, placed a €5,000 ($6,920)
floor sculpture by Sandrine Pelletier in the
Caldic Collection. "I like the intellectual
flavor of the fair," said Osuna, who is also
showing works by Soshi Mastunobe and
L.G. Williams.
"Today, discovery might be the solution,"
said artistic director Manacorda. "This is my
recipe for the crisis. When you are addicted,
you are addicted whatever the conditions.
Artissima is a fair for people addicted to
contemporary art."
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LG Williams Participates In
International Art Exhibition
06/29/2011

LG Williams, a Streator Township
High
School
graduate,
will
participate in the Internet Pavilion
for La Biennale Di Venezia 2011, an
exhibition which will run through
Sunday, Nov. 27, in Venice, Italy.
"It's an honor to be invited to The
Internet Pavilion for La Biennale Di
Venezia 2011, and to be amongst the
few artist chosen for this prestigious
event" said Williams, spokesman for
the Estate Of LG Williams. "I am
grateful to Padiglione Internet
BYOB Venezia and Gloria Maria
Cappelletti
in
particular
for




recognizing
my
artistic
accomplishments and championing
them in this most acclaimed
international art event."
The Venice Biennale is considered
the
world's
most
important
contemporary art exhibition. The
first Biennale was conducted in
1895; since then the event has
become
more
and
more
international. Currently, countries
across the globe are represented
through their national pavilions.
The Biennale, as the name suggests,
takes place once every two years.

The “Aha!” Moment
LG Williams “Anything But” at The Container
LG Williams/Estate of LG Williams “Anything But”
IN REVIEWS BY CHISAKO IZUHARA 2011-06-27

LG Williams, 'Anything But' (2011) Painter's tape (c) LG Williams / Estate of LG Williams.
Courtesy of The Container
Photography: Jim Bingham

According to the Renaissance architect and
artist Leon Battista Alberti a painting was “a
transparent window through which we look
out into a section of the visible world”. This
concept has stood true not only during
Alberti’s times but for centuries and, to some
extent, is relevant even now. People peer into
square or rectangular canvases to experience

the realm of beauty, a fantasy landscape
decked in brilliant fauna and flora where
mythical figures expose their polished
physiques. Paintings are meant to become
portals through which we access an alternate
universe. The painted canvas, framed and
mounted on a museum or gallery wall, is
separated and emphasized for the viewer’s

special attention. While one might argue that
the relationship between paintings and their
environment, or the binary concept of
inside/outside is a philosophical debate
chewed dry, most notably by Kant and
Derrida, this century-old argument is given a
fresh (and refreshing) spin in LG
Williams/Estate of LG Williams’s current
exhibition at The Container. What do you do
when confronted with a frame, not just one
but several, pasted directly on to the wall
with nothing to look inside them?
The venue itself needs some explanation: The
Container is, as is correctly named, a
shipping container. It sits in a fashionable
hair salon in Nakameguro, silently housing
of-the-moment contemporary artworks while
people cut or perm their hair not even a meter
away. As could be imagined, the space is not
big, or as Shai Ohayon, the curator, puts it:
“As small as it could get.” This
unconventional site with black painted walls
will hold four site-specific installations each
year, LG Williams’s being the second after
the inaugural show of Jack McLean’s “Salt
Mine”.
Williams could be best described as a
conceptual artist, known for his witty and
intellectually fulfilling works. He has long
been a favorite of critics and the art-savvy,
earning him a place in this year’s Venice
Biennale. An artist-philosopher, Williams
incorporates varying themes like politics,
gender, history, and mathematics. He likes to
play with his viewers’ perception as he does
in “Anything But”, prompting them to
question the nature of the relationship

between what they see and what is really out
there.
One peers through the little opening of the
shipping container and is immediately
confronted by a square of red, white, and
black. There are three pieces inside the
container, each work a square on square on
square of masking tape applied directly onto
the walls. The squares intertwine and
converge, moving and shaking the walls,
almost giving one the sense of vertigo.
Referring back to the earlier debate of frames
and paintings, Williams’ work defies the
separation between work and frame or
interior and exterior. His tapes are at once
frames and the work the frames are supposed
to contain: they are the center and periphery,
defining themselves on their own. The
traditional debate stops by questioning the
binary framework of analysis — not Williams
however. His squares are almost predatory;
they invade and encroach, claiming and thus
dominating their environment, The Container.
In essence, the debate of outside/inside no
longer exists as the works become part of the
environment, or rather: the environment
becomes part of the works. The frames then
dissect square chunks of black wall, forcing
us, trained viewers that we are, to look at
void space — another point won by the artist.
Frames are not only for paintings — you can
have one of the mind, of reference, or can
even be framed. In essence, people easily find
themselves within designated safe zones. We
are quick to define our boundaries, believing
them with little question or proof:
“Everybody else seems to think or do that, so
why not I?” LG Williams/Estate of LG

Williams’ “Anything But” questions this very
notion, challenging you to reconsider what
you thought was so. His exhibit is anything
but what we want. None of us like
ambiguities, non-binary ideologies that easily

degenerate into chaos and headaches. But as
you let the hair stylist snip at your overgrown hair next to The Container, your
“Aha!” moment may come, and then you will
smile, and know.

LG Williams, 'Anything But' (2011) Painter's tape (c) LG Williams / Estate of LG Williams.
Courtesy of The Container
Photography: Jim Bingham

Report from BYOB Venezia
KAREN ARCHEY | Tuesday Jun 7th, 2011

photo by Luciana Brancorsini

The 33rd edition of BYOB took place Friday
evening on the small Venetian island, San
Servolo. For those unfamiliar, the exhibition
format brings together internet- savvy artists
showcasing their work on their own
projectors (“beamers.”) BYOB first launched
last year in Berlin by Dutch artists Rafaël
Rozendaal and Anne de Vries to combat the
reliance upon institutions for the facilitation
of new media exhibitions. With BYOBs
around the globe, it has quickly gained
notoriety as a meet-up point for socializing
among new media artists as much as a viable
form of exhibition. While Rozendaal now
carries the torch for BYOB and has ushered it
into a worldwide phenomenon, the question
remains: is BYOB a viable form of resistance
to institutional reliance or just a big party?

Somewhat paradoxically, the Venice
rendition of BYOB is considered “more
institutional” by Rozendaal due to its
collaboration with internet impresario Miltos
Manetas and budding Milan-based new
media gallerist Gloria Maria Cappelletti, who
hosted and helped curate BYOB as the 2011
rendition of the Internet Padiglione.
The Internet Padiglione of 2009—an
“official” La Biennale collateral project
included projects, performances and works by
bigger names such as Pirate Bay, Aleksandra
Domanovic, Petra Cortright, Oliver Laric,
AIDS-3D, Mai Ueda, Christian Wassmann,
and Harm van den Dorpel. The 2011 version
is hardly recognizable in comparison. For this

organize one, I like to make it chaotic and
energetic. That is my execution of the idea,
but it is not all that BYOB could be. For me it
is about anarchy and fun. If that's too much of
a party, so be it. There are many other kinds
of ways of exhibiting moving images, this is
one,” says Rozendaal.

photo by Andreas Angelidakis

its location on the somewhat remote island of
San Servolo should be charged. The 15minute trip to the island entails hopping on a
vaporetto periodically running from the
centrally-located San Marco. Perhaps I’m
looking into this too much, but it feels akin to
departing from the “mainstream” art world to
hang out with the oft-segregated internetoriented “art world.” Rozendaal was more
optimistic about the exhibition’s location,
“Venice (especially around the biennale) is a
very, very busy place. We chose the tiny
island of San Servolo because it has its own
mood, a dreamy place filled with trees,
protected from all the art mayhem and
tourists.”
San Servolo seemed more subdued than
BYOBs past. “BYOB is an open format, and
everyone curates it differently. There have
been more ‘serious’ BYOB's, with space
between the works and longer texts. When I

After having a few productive, cogent
discussions with artists such as Jeremy
Bailey, who explained writing his software to
me; or Nikola Tosic, who offered his insights
on the current state of art criticism, it became
apparent that in New York there’s largely a
stigma against BYOB due to burgeoning
frustrations with the social environment of
the “internet world”—and that togetherness,
like it or not, provides a large component of
BYOB’s structure.
Was the art in BYOB Venice revelatory?
Largely no, but exhibiting the most
competitive art isn’t exactly the impetus of
the open-source show. However, if we
separate the hype—and problematically, the
content—from the initial inspiration of
BYOB, we’re left with a prescient reminder
that rethinking and politicizing the exhibition
is a cause worth meeting for and discussing.
Whether or not it devolves into a site for bad
art, binge drinking, and personal drama is
another question, but perhaps there’s hope yet
for BYOB to mature into something
considered and worth writing home about.









"Anything But" by LG Williams/Estate of LG Williams JIM BINGHAM

Thursday, June 3, 2011

"Anything But"
By JON LOWTHER
Special to The Japan Times

The Container Closes Aug. 29



On preparing to view the new solo
show of American artist LG
Williams/Estate of LG Williams —
whose most recent activities include an
attempt to sell the U.S. Venice Biennale
Pavilion to help pay off U.S. debt,
turning a closed art gallery into an
artwork, and curating an art show that











solely featured the labels of missing
artworks — you could be forgiven for
anticipating a likewise unconventional
approach to art "creation".
Confounding
these
expectations,
however, "Anything But," showing at
The Container in Nakameguro, Tokyo,
presents a series of abstract wall images
drawn in a range of colored duct tape.
Overlapping squares and rectangles of
red, yellow, blue, green, white, black
and amber create layered geometric
forms with a surprising sense of depth
and play on perspective. While
evocative of abstract painting and
graphic art, the works, on initial
inspection, appear incongruous within
the canon of the artist's aforementioned
pieces.
Shai Ohayon, owner and curator of The
Container, agreed. "You need to look at
a wide range of his practice before you
actually start to understand what he's
doing," he says of the artist who was
recently selected for the Internet
Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2011.
LG Williams/Estate of LG Williams'
satirical press release, however,
proffers the artist's own unorthodox
insight: "Williams starts his most recent

tape works in ultramarine, a color that
combines the depth and complexities of
black with the lightness and
transparency of pink, and which
imparts the historicizing feel of nowobsolescent blueprint drawings."
Reflecting on the artist's oeuvre, what
becomes apparent is the American's
unique sense of paradoxical proposition
that thrives on a precipice between
authenticity and jest. "Anything But,"
similarly, challenges and defies art
convention by wielding a mythical
world where everything and nothing is
as it seems.
"(His work) has this ironic and socialpolitical implication that people can
immediately connect to on many
different levels," Ohayon says. "(The
viewer) doesn't need to know anything
about contemporary art, they can look
at it and smile." (Jon Lowther)
The Container is inside Bross hair
salon, 1F Hills Daikanyama, 1-8-30
Kami-Meguro, Meguro-ku. It is open
Mon., Wed.-Fri. 11 a.m.-9 p.m., Sat.Sun. 10 a.m.-8 p.m., closed Tue;
admission free. For more information,
visit www.bross-hair.com.
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Anything But
by The Container
Location: The Container
Artist(s): LG WILLIAMS
Date: 6 Jun - 29 Aug 2011

Challenging common perceptions and
the understandings of art and its history
are the essence of much of LG
Williams/Estate of LG Williams works.
His conceptual pieces which often
trigger mystery and ambiguity force us
to reconsider familiar notions and
mystify what we think we know
already. Identified by a strong sense of
irony and defying art conventions,
Williams draws us into a fictitious
existence where nothing you see or
understand is actually what it is.

For his solo show at The Container,
Anything But, Williams is creating a
series of abstract drawings using
painter’s tape in a range of colours. All
square and overlapping, the layered
images create a sense of depth and play
on perspective, and while visually may
be reminiscent of 1950-60’s American
abstract expressionist works in first
look, the works create corollaries for
sometimes
arcane
literary,
philosophical and historical conceptual
art concepts.
Lately, Williams subject matter has
expanded from cultural-identity-gender
politics art to include forgotten figures
from political, philosophical, and
economic history as well as from
forgotten artists from Artforum
magazine. In “What The Fuck
Rectangles #23”, he suggestively traces
the lineage of economic theory by
taping rectangles into a creviced
rectangle, evoking something like a
Mount Rectangle, which, in turn,
creates a structural device that recalls
his earlier use of rectangles from nearly
a decade ago in which he blurred the
traditional distinction between figure
and ground and rectangle.









The installation of LG Williams
Angelina Jolie Was Here, presented
at the 2011 Art Cologne, had a
fascination with red carpet in
Cannes. Osuna Baron tells us of the
thick carpet of celebrities, Angelina
Jolie could wipe.
Baron Osuna is the editor of Super
Window Project , a structure of
production and dissemination of
contemporary
art
installations
active in Kyoto, Japan, from
December 2007 to December 2011.
Osuna has provided a new
definition of what should be an art

gallery: words printed on a white
wall that concern the relationship
between viewer and work.
Represent what is no more, this is
the challenge. But it is not an
ordinary person to have been here:
Angelina Jolie is. The installation
deals with the dual aspect of being
somewhere when you were a
celebrity is overexposed, and as the
fame convey the illusion of a
presence.
The blank canvas for you is the
red carpet?










Yes, as a Party Every Night (2010),
a series of works by LG Williams
which includes a dress for men
literally made of red carpet.
Where were
during
the
Festival?
The gallery.

you last year
Cannes
Film

Angelina Jolie know where it
was presented last month
while installing LG Williams
Angelina Jolie Was Here Art
Cologne?
Angelina Jolie was there, and
everywhere, and nowhere else.
Why Angelina Jolie? She is the
embodiment
of
modern
celebrity?
Of course it is, along with Brad Pitt
and Johnny Depp, Will Smith,
Jennifer Aniston, Oprah Winfrey,
Harrison Ford, Tom Cruise, Kanye
West,
Nicolas
Cage,
George
Clooney, David Lynch, Lindsay
Lohan ... all of them are used as
icons in a series of works by LG
Williams. Angelina Jolie, however,
is a great name, like the Mona Lisa.
Do you think Angelina Jolie
has everything in life?
Life is a blank canvas for anyone.

Your installation is a new kind
of holy place?
I do not know. The original idea was
to bring together works by Bouke de
Vries,
Morgane
Tschiember
Matsunobe and Soshi. Artists as
diverse, but whose works deal with
similar
themes:
materiality,
temporality, geometry, chance.
Angelina Jolie Was Here Art
Cologne was an opportunity to
present for the first time the work of
LG Williams in Europe, context of a
fair to raise questions and to disrupt
the rest of the show that we had
built. Williams's works are always
itchy and scratchy. And good art is
so. Behind the eyes that itch and
scratch that inflames the spinal
cord. Those things that make you
cry and you push yourself to the
most important question of all:
Why?
It was, you come back?
She always passes twice.
Do you agree with Andy
Warhol's statement that "In
the future everyone will have
their fifteen minutes of fame"
or
the
future
is
now?
It is very true, and it is the
beginning of the end, but the worst
is yet to come. I love the fact that
the word "celebrity" (" hunger ") in










English means " hunger "("hunger
") in Italian.
Do you think our society needs
to pagan gods to survive?
Certainly our society needs a lot of
inspiration in order to survive itself.
The popularity on Facebook is
the way today to strive for
fame?
Popularity? Celebrities? I suppose
Facebook is simply a way of
knowing if your friends are still
alive, and your enemies are not
dead yet.
Place [in the sense of publishing a
post on a blog, NdT] so they are a 2011 version of Descartes'
philosophical
expression?
In bad taste, but Cartesian.
But a post might be deleted
and reposted ...
I feel dizzy.
What is the Cannes Film
Festival for you? Still fulfills its
original purpose?
Cannes Cannes Cannes Cannes ...

no other purpose. This is the beauty
of Cannes. A mirror reflecting a
mirror.
There is a film in competition
that you want to see more than
others?
Only one? La piel que Habito
Almodovar's because I'm Spanish
Melancholia by Lars Von Trier's
because it's a great feeling and
undervalued, and Hanezu No Tsuki
Naomi Kawase because right now I
miss Japan.
Next to who would sit to watch
a film in competition?
Next to my family.
With Angelina Jolie Was Here
you're starting a conversation
or an ending?
Both, as long as the artist and the
gallerist have something to say
about it.
If you see Angelina tomorrow,
what would you say? "
Angelina Jolie has been here," you
missed out on little.

The Internet Pavilion initiated by Miltos
Manetas presents: Bring Your Own Beamer,
an exhibition series created by Rafael
Rozendaal (www.byobworldwide.com).
"Two years ago, we introduced PADIGLIONE
INTERNET, the Internet Pavilion for the
Venice Biennale. On its first edition, the
Pavilion was presented as a collateral event of
the Biennale. For that first edition, we invited
the crowd of ThePirateBay.org to come in
Venice and inaugurate their first Embassy of
Piracy at the S.A.L.E Headquarters at the
Magazzini del Sale, next to the Punta della
Dogana
During the passing two years, things have
changed. A part of the Net, has now moved
from the Network to the independent devices of
iPod/iPads and the other Internet tablets. If
networks are "clouds", these devices are
"islands". Our psychological connection to
these, differs significantly from the relationship
we have with computers. We believe that these
"soft islands"- because of their design- are a first
step towards a neo-analogue turn in technology.
At the same time, they can potentially host the
"SlowNet", an Internet that does not depend on
servers, remaining in that way, a free land. In
the occasion of the Second Internet Pavilion at
the Venice Biennial, we are now inviting the
concept of "SlowNet" at the Island of San
Servolo.

We also have in mind the concept of
Metascreen. Mr. Leonard Kleinrock, the father
of the Internet, complains that we aren't serious
yet with Internet, that our information bodies are
still
trapped
in
devices
such
as
monitors/projectors/computers and the such. Mr.
Kleinrock wants us able to connect from any
place and by any device- even with a fork or an
old shoe. He also wants the device to be
invisible. What Mr. Kleinrock ultimately wants,
is that Internet, becomes nothing but another
layer of Nature. He wants us start having a
natural relationship with the database, to start
relating with internet objects, in the same way
that we relate with clouds, sheep and ocean
waves.
We can't satisfy Mr. Kleinrock's requests, not
yet at least. Still, we can talk about it and we
can start dreaming of the day that we will quit
serving these new Pyramids of Tech we are now
building everywhere.
In such context, BringYourOwnBeamer, is a
perfect portrait of the actual situation: people
bringing their own machines and projecting on
any space that they can grab. In a desperate
attempt to open a window of fantasy and
creativity over a heavily nested "real space,
BYOB is one of the few original expressionseven if its somewhat of a grimace- that are still
possible to be achieved with visual arts. It is the
scream of our extended bodies, while trapped
between computer keyboards and the unnatural
light of the computer projectors."
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Letter To The New Yorker: April 22, 2010

Thursday, April 22, 2010
To: The Mail Editor, The New Yorker
themail@newyorker.com
F FOR PHONY
“While intellectually capable,” Anthony Lane (April 26) “is tremendously unwilling to
go along” with Duchamp, Tzara, or Wells. Why these artists “would not be remotely
alarmed” by Banksy or his acolytes is simply because these hives have produced
nothing remotely formidable, period. Nor would they be struck by the equally
insignificant but speedy cell phone drones (“half totally illiterate, thirty percent more
functionally illiterate”) simultaneously broadcasting “The Banana Splits.”

PresentMagazine.com 2010-06-04

LG Williams - Inaugural Exhibition of CLOSED

CLOSED (2010), by the Los Angeles
artist LG Williams, recognizes that
large and small businesses have
opened and closed the world over
everyday since time immemorial for
every reason imaginable. Therefore,
as an artwork, CLOSED is not
oriented towards artistic originality –
but in a direction quite opposite.
Yet, CLOSED is linked to another
legendary artwork from a similarly
tumultuous age: Chris Burden’s 1974
performance Shoot.
Just
as
before Shoot, thousands of people, all
across the world, had been recently
shot for every reason imaginable.
Shoot’s renown, therefore, stemmed
not from (its) originality, but from the
reenactment of the horror before
something inevitable, that, in the guise
of gritty trompe l’oeil premonition now,
after
thirty-five
years,
labeled
performance art.
Williams believes that the professional
and
institutional
structure
that
surrounds and underscores Shoot is,
in fact, the artwork’s inconspicuous
crucial element: its keystone.

CLOSED expands upon Shoot’s
horrific poignancy not from above the
fault line but from far below. At a time
when the most advanced countries in
the world are bankrupt or inevitably
bankrupt in every dimension, let alone
financial, this exhibition examines the
direct consequences of the closing of
its most valuable (political, economic,
educational,
social,
cultural)
institutions so all can see – or not see
as is the case. Thus, CLOSED
proclaims the global horrors of our
age are a world without a safety net
since they are all CLOSED.
This exhibition is simply CLOSED in
the matter of all the other catastrophic
(mental and physical) closures
presently underway and in free fall – a
catastrophe cause by the most
damaging
fiscal
practices
and
devastating policy failures in modern
global financial history. This exhibition
is closed and it has no safety net.
Telephonebooth Gallery, 3319 Troost.
www.telephoneboothgallery.com
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Art Galleries: Heady stuff out of Napa
By Victoria Dalkey, Bee Art Correspondent

Sunday, Aug. 30, 2009 - 12:00 am

It's been called the most important collection of
Northern California art in the world. The Napa Valley
wildlife preserve where it is housed has been
described as a kind of counterculture Hearst Castle.
"In Our Time and Place: Selections From the Rene di
Rosa Collection" at the Library Gallery of
the California State University, Sacramento, gives us a
liberal sampling of top-notch works from the di Rosa
collection, located on 217 acres of rolling hills, a lake
and meadows on Sonoma Highway.
Guest curator Richard Reisman writes that Rene di
Rosa, who frequented Paris cafes in the 1950s,
rubbing shoulders with the likes of Jean-Paul
Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, gave up his dreams of
becoming a great writer and settled for a job as a
general assignment reporter for theSan Francisco
Chronicle.
Eventually, tiring of journalism, he turned his
aspirations to winemaking, purchasing Napa
farmland around 1960 and studying viticulture at
the University of California, Davis, where he met
many of the artists he would later collect, among them
Robert Arneson and Roy De Forest.
A passionate collector, di Rosa, born in 1919,
continues to seek out young artists at the beginning of
their careers as well as established artists like William
T. Wiley and Manuel Neri, who also taught at UC
Davis in its seminal years.
While much of his collection is centered on Bay Area
artists, the CSUS show focuses on artists who have
had strong associations with the Sacramento-Davis
area, either as students or faculty at the area's colleges
and universities.
The purpose of the show, according to Library
Gallery director Phil Hitchcock, is to make people in
the Sacramento Valley aware of the di Rosa collection
and preserve and to demonstrate how a collector got
his start by buying reasonably priced works of artists
he knew personally. In other words it's a show that
says, "you could do this, too" if you were as canny as
di Rosa.
Certainly di Rosa brought an astute eye and an
educated mind to the task of collecting. While his
collection is heavily weighted toward the humorous
yet edgy Funk Art associated with Davis, it is of
uniformly high quality. As di Rosa's fortunes waxed,

he purchased ever-more-pricey pieces, always with an
eye to enhancing the scope and ambition of his
holdings.
The best thing about the show is di Rosa's fairly
unrelenting penchant for challenging, dark-edged
work. John Buck's "Naked Animal," a human down on
all fours, is compelling and a bit menacing, as is Ken
Little's moose head made of shoes, belts and
extension cords. Robert Brady's "Sherpa," a largeheaded cross between a figure and a vessel, is equally
challenging with its surfaces stained the color of
blood. And Michael Stevens' "Black Hand," a stick
man made of pine with multiple enameled eyes
peeking out from its head and body, is chillingly
dangerous.
Even the often-whimsical Wiley offers a sculpture of a
formidable metal screech owl mounted on a pair of
sledgehammers that is more than a bit spooky with a
haunting text that reads: "What the owl said/ When
the earth quakes/ Listen to me, holding on/ Deep in
the pines."
There is a proto-Funk darkness, too, to Manuel
Neri's figurative sculptures, one a fiberglass shell of a
figure of a nude man, as if he were a snake who shed
his skin; the other a tense female nude with a marred,
ashy surface. Arneson also walks on the dark side in
his "War Head Stockpile," a mound of skeletal bodies
heaped up as if unearthed from a mass grave.
There are some oddities that seem out of place in the
show, including a weak Mel Ramos figure drawing, a
Carlos Villa abstraction that looks like an explosion in
an aviary, and one of Joan Brown's late, empty selfportraits mounted on a tiger. On the other hand, Mike
Henderson's bold abstraction has a Funk flair
and Deborah Butterfield's horse's head made of scrap
metal is a moving gestural sculpture.
If you are a fan of Northern California art, particularly
of the Funk tradition, you won't regret making a
special trip to see the more than 40 works up
at CSUS in "In Our Time and Place." From Arneson's
"Jackson and Me," a cast paper double portrait
spattered and dripped with skeins of paint à la
Pollock, to De Forest's "40 Miles West of Rabbit
Corner," a huge and vibrant canvas full of bunnies
and other beasties, the show is a primer on one of the
main trends of NorthernCalifornia art.

VISUALS

Other Worlds

A man carrying rapeseed, from “In the Footsteps of Abraham: The Holy Land in Hand-Painted Photographs.”

By STEVEN HELLER

Published: December 5, 2008

W.P.A. and social realist propaganda posters have
inspired a lot of contemporary alternative art and
design. These heroic and romantic images are
extremely easy to parody or manipulate as
commentary on today’s social and political woes.
Shepard Fairey, the street artist whose OBEY logo is
one of the most ubiquitous and best known guerrilla
art projects, blends socialist realism with other retro
design conceits and has developed his protest style
into a branded business, which he uses to critique
the commercial and political system. But commerce
(his fashions and accessories sell in trendy
boutiques) and politics (he is routinely fined or arrested for posting his work on city streets) are
not always great bedfellows, and Fairey has become a lightning rod — critics claim he has sold
out, while admirers applaud his ethos. “In so many ways, today, Shepard Fairey is
the artist to beat,” Sarah Jaye Williams writes in OBEY, E Pluribus Venom: The Art of
Shepard Fairey (Gingko Press in association with Obey Giant, $29.95), an image-rich catalog of
posters, prints and murals produced in 2007 for an exhibition originally shown at the Jonathan
LeVine Gallery in New York. Why the artist to beat? Because in the past decade, Fairey has gone
from posting street stickers and flyers on lampposts to hanging gigantic wall coverings in galleries
and cultural institutions.
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'Art Biennial' Exhibition Deserves a Visit Today
Natsoulas show features cutting edge of modern art around the world and in RV’s
By ELIZABETH MARXEN / Aggie Arts Writer arts@californiaaggie.com

Art enthusiasts visited the Natsoulas Gallery on
Saturday evening for the Western Biennale of Art.
Here guests at the Natsoulas Gallery can also enjoy
an RV art exhibition curated by Charles Linder,
Tim Brown, Carl Fiacco and LG Williams.

the RV that one goal of the show was to bring local
and national artists together.
"I was looking for artists whose art was important,"
Linder said.
Terri Hollowell, a noted feminist artist, said the
difficulty of creating a global art world is the idea
that art has to be targeted to a Western audience.
"Artists have to leave their place of origin or
struggle in their own community to express what
they make," Hollowell said.

LG Williams, RV Attack 2005.

Photo: Brendan Pattengal

Children dart into an RV while their parents speak
with a photographer. An RV artist dances to the
music of a local band. The RVs parked on the curb
house a traveling art show. The first Western
Biennale of Art and Western RV Bienniale of Art,
currently on exhibition at the John Natsoulas Center
for the Arts, brings together artists from around the
world, connecting a global art community. At the
gallery, artists and art aficionados alike admire the
show's diversity.
Decorating the large, white walls of the RV gallery
are pieces from all over the world. Pieces by local
artists are featured along with those of artists from
Wilmington, Kansas City and Iran, among other
locations. A seminar was held in the RV to allow art
fans to interact with some featured RV artists.
Charles Linder, the curator of one of the RV shows,
further added to the international feeling, stating in

Besides a combination of nationalities present in the
exhibition, there is also a variety of media used by
the artists in the show. An interesting photochemical
poem by German feminist artist Boris greets the
visitors in the second RV. Made with photosensitive
paper, chemicals and a curiosity for alcohol, Boris’s
poems are like photographs without the picture.
They depend on words for the images to develop,
and each picture-poem is one-of-a-kind.
Colleen Ringrose’s bumperstickers combine digital
imagery and nature. Their manipulation of the
environment and its interplay with the RV creates
stunning visuals.
Tim Brown, one half of a drawing duo, said in the
RV, "We make art because we experience the world
and we try to reinterpret it."
The photographic medium was represented by a few
artists, notably through the work of Iranian artist
Haleh Niazm. Her piece called "’Thumbs up"
depicts a clash between Eastern traditions and
Western influence.
Wally Hedrick’s "Seduction," a print of a woman
with a television as her head, is eye-catching and
provocative.

Continued from page 1

At the reception, cooking technology was employed
by artist Breit Reif. His work, "Deep Fried News,"
featured a deep-fried newspaper.
Reif is not the only artist at the gallery to study the
human form in his other work, Deep Fried Barbie.
Almost all of the pieces feature some comment on
the body or its relation to the world around it. An
example of this is Lexi Boeger’s "Macchina Madre"
-- Machine Mother -- which depicts a yarn bloated
form with two sets of ears, whose purpose in life
seems to produce offspring.
But while the body is featured in many of the works,
the real triumph of the show is the combination of
old art styles and new technology. Hector’s
"EVAphrodite" encompasses this combination – an
abstraction into a philosophical representation of
shapes and forms. It's as if the painting was saying,
"This is one exhibition you have to try. Hop
aboard!"
The Western Biennale of Art and Western RV Art
Biennial at the Natsoulas Center for the Arts in
downtown Davis will run until Mar. 27. Visit
natsoulas.com for more information.
ELIZABETH MARXEN can be reached at
arts@californiaaggie.com
Source: http://www.californiaaggie.com/article/?id=8069

Art

A mart for new art
Contemporary pieces will be the stock in trade at artLA, a fair aimed at filling a
longstanding void.
January 23, 2005 | Suzanne Muchnic | Times Staff Writer
may not sound particularly notable. But
Stephen Cohen thinks he's onto something in
artLA, a marketplace for new art that will
debut Thursday night through next Sunday
at the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium.
"It's very exciting," says Cohen, a Los
Angeles-based photography dealer and
veteran organizer of photography fairs. "We
have a good mix of art: cutting-edge work,
many different media, video projections,
digital art, special installations by individual
artists."

LG Williams
Mona Lisa (How To Explain Art To The Sports
Generation), 2004
40 x 30", Vinyl and Engineer Grade Reflective
Sheeting on Heavy-Duty Aluminum

With contemporary art fairs sprouting
around the world and taking root from
Miami to Shanghai, the arrival of a new one

Southern California already has annual
weekend fairs for fine-art prints, antiques
and crafts in addition to Cohen's photoLA,
which winds up its 14th edition today at the
Santa Monica Civic. Another fair, the 10year-old Los Angeles Art Show, has enlarged
the modern and contemporary component of
its mostly traditional agenda. A few hotel
fairs featuring trendy art, fresh from artists'
studios, have come and gone. But there
hasn't been a big fair exclusively devoted to
contemporary art here since 1993, when the
once-vigorous annual fair at the Los Angeles
Convention Center withered and died.
Cohen hopes to fill that void and fashion a
niche for himself in an art world where some
dealers say they do more business at fairs
than at their galleries.

"Who knows?" he muses. "Maybe this is
going to be the new model for how galleries
work."
Art fairs are hot -- as one-stop shopping and
looking centers where collectors, dealers,
curators, critics and artists catch up with art
and one another. For every fair that's on the
rise, several are in decline, but they continue
to proliferate. Seasoned collectors seem to
love traveling thousands of miles to discover
new art, some of which they could have
found at home. Novices who are intimidated
by galleries seem to feel more comfortable in
a shopping-mall environment.
"There's a thing about art fairs right now,"
says L.A. dealer Paul Kopeikin, whose
eponymous gallery is on mid-Wilshire
Boulevard. He has rented a booth at artLA -his third fair this month, after the San
Francisco International Art Expo and
photoLA.
Photography
is
Kopeikin's
longtime specialty, but he also deals with
contemporary art, and he'll make that point
at artLA.
For younger L.A. dealers, such as Caryn
Coleman of Sixspace Gallery near West 23rd
and Figueroa streets, the new fair is a way of
gaining exposure and experience. Hoping to
introduce her artists and exhibition program
to people who haven't visited the gallery, she
sees the fair as a step to national recognition.
"Los Angeles is such a hotbed of new art and
such a vibrant scene," Coleman says. But it
doesn't have much presence at major art
fairs with East Coast gatekeepers. Instead of
trying to beat the system, she says, she and
her peers must take the initiative and set up
their own fairs at home and elsewhere.

Just how many people show up at artLA
remains to be seen, but Cohen is counting on
what he calls "the curiosity factor." Los
Angeles' art scene has grown enormously
since its last big fair petered out, he says.
"We have so many influential artists, so
many new galleries. We want to emphasize
Los Angeles as an art destination for
collectors from other cities. We also hope
that L.A. collectors who go to fairs in Miami,
New York and London will say, 'Hey, look
what's going on here' and shop closer to
home. They don't have to get patted down,
take their shoes off or get on an airplane to
go to this fair."
Western Project in Culver City, Faure &
Light in Bergamot Station and Bank in
downtown Los Angeles agreed to participate.
The list grew as Cohen solicited participants
in New York and at the Basel Miami and
NADA fairs.
But is one more fair one too many, even in
Los Angeles?
"There are a lot of them," Cohen says,
"especially in Europe. A new one will open in
Bologna, Italy, at the same time as artLA.
But the good ones will last. Art Basel and Art
Basel Miami Beach. The fair in Cologne,
Germany is going to stay. The Frieze Art Fair
in London looks permanent. So do the
Armory Show and the Art Dealers
Association of America Art Show in New
York."
"Mine is a modest fair," he says, "but I think
it will grow by leaps and bounds next year."

